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PATHEIl
5ABSTRACT
After acknowledgments and a general index, the 1
thesis opens with an introductory chapter which gives a "brief 
outline of the theor^ r and model of grammatical description upon 
which this study is based, and reviews the previous work on 
Hindi verbal syntax.
This is followed by the two main chapters of the 
work. In chapter 2 Hindi sentence structure and the sub-classes 
of verb which are relevant for the formulation of the Constituent 
Structure rules are discussed, before the rules themselves are 
set out. Chapter 3 first gives some of the singulary 
transformations, the nominal!zation, adjectivalization and 
adverbialization rules follow, and the chapter ends with the 
singulary transformational rules.
The Appendix following these three chapters 
comprises a lexicon which gives a list of Hindi verbs with their 
appropriate syntactic, selectional and semantic features, and 
lists of the other lexical categories with only their selectional 
features,
The thesis ends with a bibliography of works on 
general linguistic theory and the model of Transformational - 
C-enerative C-rarmnar on the one hand, and on Hindi language on 
the other.
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indicates sentence and word boundary 
indicates simple concatenation
indicates the association of two symbols
(2) and (3) as here designated apply only to 
transformational rules: only + is used in the
CS rules.
describes rules of Constituent Structure:
Z Y + Z is read: n% is expanded to Y + Zu.
indicates the optional presence of a constituent, 
and simple concatenation is implied.
indicates a selection of one clement, and simple 
concatenation is implied. Thus in accordance with
read: :ichoose either i alone, or Y. followed by 
either Y or Z”.
■ w]
\ indicates that two rules have been conflated.
■ ZJ
and reads : is expanded into x 4- w, and Y into
y + z". The sane applies in transformational rules.
the symbolism described in is
88) X ->-» Y7 + y in the env. —  Z represents contextual restrictions
in the expansion of a symbol. It is read: when
in the environment of a following Zs is rewritten 
as w + y".
9) ft indicates absence of a constituent.
10) describes transformational rules.
11) S , represent base sentence and Imbedded sentence respectively.
12) X , Kn) X,, represent successive occurrences of .X.1 2 d
15) Yf, X, Z arc used as cover symbols for any variable.
14) t j indicates X with the presence ( + ) or absence (-) of
the gramniatico-senantic feature [y].
15) X - Y is read: ,:X Is equal to Y‘!.
16) X ji Y is read: "X is not equal to Y!t.
17) H indicates non-sentence.
18) m&X indicates Yatrix dummy of the type X in a particular
environment. e.g. mdX is read: 1 the matrix dummy
for recipient }\'ounu. It should be noted that md is 
here used in place of recursiveness on S in the CS 
rule s,
9The symbols of the I.P.A* have been used consistently 
for the Vowels and Consonants of hindi, with the following exceptions
b is used for I.P.A, 5
c is used for I.P.A* ij"
j is used for I,P.A. dj
The aspirated consonants have been symbolized by 
a following h, e.g. ch is used for I,P.A.
Retroflexion has been indicated by a dot below 
the appropriate consonant symbol, e.g. t is used for I.P.A.
A system of transliteration and not of phonemic 
notation has been used, this explaining the occurrence of symbols 
such as ks_ and jn. The inherent vowel s> of Devanagari 
syllabic writing has not been transcribed in positions where it 
is not pronounced.
References in footnotes to items in the bibliography 
make use of the author's name alone if there is only one entry 
for him, and of the author's name and the number of the work in 
the bibliography if there are several entries for him:
e.g. fn. 7 C-uru.
fn. 5 Chomsky: 23.
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CIIAPfkR. ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.0 As is now generally recognized, any theory of language
must "be a le to account not only for the structures and relationships 
manifest in any given text ore also for the creative power of the 
mature speaker-hearer: that is, it must characterize the nature of
the device which enables a child who has heard only a rcsc-ricted, 
finite set of utterances to make generalizations on the basis of
these data, and to produce and understand an infinite set of well-formed 
1utterances.
1.1 A theory of language is thus to be distinguished 
from individual models of linguistic description which are geared 
to a specific aim in linguistic research. Such individual models 
will, of course, provide insight into the nature of the device 
mentioned, and with appropriate feedback, will not only refine and 
strengthen the theory, but also, if formulated explicitly, make for 
simplification in' the description of natural languages; i.e. in the 
form of individual grammars.
1.2 The only model devised in terras of a theory with the
Chomsky, IT.: "Current Issues in Linguistic Theory" (l.l and 1.2, pp.
50 - 61) in: fodor and llatz, i.ote also other works by Chomsky in 
the Bibliography.
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aim of specifying the nature of the device that accounts for the creative 
aspect of the language speaker-hearer1s ability is the Transformational- 
Generative grammar (hereinafter TG-) developed over the past decade 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology a::d various other centres.
In other words, the features characteristic of TG- are imposed upon 
it by the general theory; but before typifying these features, account
must be taken of certain other implications of the theory: to wit,
o
the following conceptual distinctions:
a) competence vs. performance
b) 1langue’ vs * 1parole!
c) grammatical vs. acceptable
1.21 The distinction between competence and performance
is explained as follows: the mature spealcer-hearer has the ability
not only to produce and understand infinitely many new, well-formed 
sentences of his language, but also to recognise deviant utterances 
and, where necessary, to impose an interpretation on them. This 
ability characterises his competence, whereas performance refers 
merely to his exercising this ability on any particular occasion.0
^Ibid,
0Chomsky, N.: 23.
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1.22 This distinction brings to mind the one between
'langue' and 'paroler made by de Saussure. 'Langue' may be equated
with competence as explained above and, similarly, 'parole' with
performance.^ Of course, this dichotomy cannot be stretched too far,
observation of 'parole1 provides the necessary insight into 'langue', 
but 'langue' is more central to the aims discussed in 1.0.
1.25 The discussion of grammatical vs. acceptable also
derives from the distinction between competence and performance.
"The notion 'acceptable' is not to be confused with 'grammatical'. 
Acceptability is a concept that belongs to the study of performance;
grammaticalness to the study of competence...although one might propose 
various operational tests for acceptability, it is unlikely that a
necessary and sufficient operational criterion night be invented for
tne much more abstract and far more important notion of grammaticalness
...Kote that it would be qu.ite impossible to characterise the
5unacceptable sente: ces in grammatical terms." Unacceptable 
grammatical sentences cannot be used for reasons having to do not 
with grammar, but with memory limitations, stylistic factors, 'iconic' 
elements of speech, (e.g. a tendency to place major grammatical 
elements - logical subject and. object - early rather than late) and 
so on. Thus the following ./ill be low in acceptability though high
^Tor a detailed diseve sion of the si. ilarity and differences between 
‘langue1 vs. 'parole' on the one hand, and 'competence' vs.
’perfor. .ance' on the other, see: Chomsky, IT. : "Cixrent Issues in 
Linguistic Theory" (pp. 52, 59) in: I’odor and Katz.
^Chomsky, hi : 25.
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in gramnaticality:
"I called the nan who wrote the hoolc that you told me about upn
It is clear that the scales of gram.oaticality and acceptability do
not coincide.®
1.5 He turning to the characteristic features of TG-
mentioned in 1.2, we may begin by specifying the form of the grammar.
7This has three components: syntactic, semantic and phonological.
The syntactic component is central to the scheme, the output of this
component being the input to the semantic and phonological components.
The syntactic component generates strings of minimal syntactically
5
functioning elements (formative3) and specifies the categories, 
functions and structural interrelations of the formatives and systems 
of formatives. It comprises the following:
i) constituent structure (CS) rules (or: ’Base component')
ii) transformational (T) rules 
iii) lexicon.
The C3 rules assign structural descriptions (Sb) to sentences by 
indicating how a string of formatives is subdivided into constituents 
of varying scope. These are divided into two sets: a) branching
Chomsky (ibid.) has used the words 'performance' ar.d 'acceptable' 
in a special sense. In general, 'acceptable' need not mean 
'stylistically acceptable* as he has implied, and it need not be 
opposed to 'grammatical1. Thus it could be used in the traditional 
sense of 'grammatically acceptable1.
7Chomsky, N,: 15, and other of his works in the bibliography.
g
Morphemes" in: Katz and Postal.
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rules, and b) sub-categorization rules; the latter being largely 
restricted to lexical categories. These two sets are not ordered 
with respect to each other, but once a sub-categorisation rule has 
been applied to a certain category symbol 6, no branching rule can 
be applied to any of the symbols that are derived from 0 (except in 
cases of branching within a word boundary). both sets can be context- 
free or context-sensitive. Context-sensitive sub-categorization 
rules can be of two types; i) strict sub-categorization rules, and
ii) selectional rules, (i) sub-categorize a lexical category in 
terms of the frames of the category symbols in which it appears,
(ii) sub-categorize a lexical category in terms of syntactic features
that appear in specified positions in the string. Once a selectional
rule has been applied to form a Complex byiribol Q, no strict
sub-cat-gorization rule applies later to Q„ There is the added
convention that "bach major category has associated with it a
'designated element1 as a member. This designated element may
actually be realised (e.g. 'it1 for abstract nouns, 'some(one, thing)1),
9or it may be an abstract dummy element". It is this designated 
element that must appear in the transformations that do not preserve, 
in the derived string, a specification of the actual terminal 
representative- of the category represented by the designated element 
or the dummy. This ensures the unique recoverability of deleted
^Chomsky, N.: "Current Issues in Linguistic Theory" (pp. 70 - 71), in
T*odor and Katz.
elements, A general rule inserts lexical items in the string 
generated, by the CS rules, although this rule need not 'be stated, 
in the grammar since it is universal, and hence part of the theory 
of grmmar.
The transformational rules that perform operations
such as substitution, deletion, addition and permutation on the
strings generated by tlxe CS rules (underlying P-markers) to derive
new strings (derived P-markers) operate on sets of P-markers which
share the same structure index. The recursive or creative
mechanism that accounts for the infinite properties of the language
11
thus lies within the transformational subpart, except for the
convention that S is recursive in the CS rules. That is, each
symbol dominating a lexical category can be replaced either by a 
categorial symbol or by S, and if S is selected, this signals an 
embedding (generalised) transformation. The string dominated by
^This account of the base component is based on Chomsky, N. : 250 
The following rules illustrate ’syntactic features', ’strict 
sub-categorisation', 'selection' and the function of the 'designated 
element or dummy’:
1) N: [-count] [-{-common] A . . „* r „ i i "i = sincerity"L-j-abstract J
2) V: [+HP] in the env. — NP
3) [+V] ->-> [-count, -i-abstract] [-fcommon] in the env. H
4) IT ->-> "someone'1 [ihuman] [-{-common] [-{-masculine].. ,
See also the trees on pp. IS, 17.
11lor a concise explanation of the role of CS and transformational 
rules, see Katz and Postal, (pp« 7 - 12).
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this occurrence of S will undergo appropriate singulary transformations, 
and will then be embedded in the matrix sentence, provided certain 
compatibility conditions arc satisfied, For instance, a sentence 
such as:
"the man who persuaded John to be examined by a specialist was fired" 
has the following transformational history;
r -
NPA Auxj
oast
predicate phrase
VP
r*
V
fire
NP
i
manner
i
det N
* h
passive
the S [+count] [+common]
[+animate]
[ -i-hurnan ]
man
II
r ~
NP
t—
det
the man
predicate phrase 
.
t
NP
Aux 
1
past Vi ,
persuade If
i
John
—
prcp-Phr
f
i 1 r
of NP
N
17
III S
  \_____
NP predicate phrase
r  !....
det N Aux VP
I i i r .  ,
a specialist aom V ; -' manner
~ '    I I I[ y— j
examine N by passive
J ohn
T — j ‘ — i — x
*' 3 A P AD
II . ...   1.. - T - 1,■' £ .0 to
III - ''1 3
i'he above informal T-markor specifies how the three 
S(entcriccs) have undergone various transforms cions to generate the
sentence under discussioi «.
The underlying P-markers generated by the base
compone: t act as input to the semantic component, which comprises
a dactionary and projection rules, and receive a semantic
interpretation; and the derived P-markers which are generated by
tin- transformational sub-component act as input to the phonological
12component a:d receive a phoneinc interpretation.
12
JPor a detailed discussion of these components, see: Podor and 
Katz: "The Structure of a Semantic Theory”, Halle: "Phonology in 
Generative Grammar" (both in Podor and Katz), Katz and Postal, 
Halle: 55, Chomsky: lb, etc.
1G
1.4- The form of the grammar outlined above specifies
the set of formal universals which has been provided by the 
theory. In adoition to this the theory claims a set of substantive 
universals. "...the list of all formal um.versals presents the 
alternative ways in which a given linguistic description can 
formulate a generalisation about the language it describes1'', whereas 
"the list of all substantive universals that the. theory of linguistic 
descriptions makes available to particular linguistic descriptions 
Is thv. stock of theoretical concepts that may be drawn upon in the
construction of the rules and lexical formulations of a given
15linguistic description." The universals thus specify the set 
of features that are common to all natural languages, and in doing 
so form a theory of language. In other words, a full specification 
of the sot of features called tin um.ve-.sala is a theory of natural 
language.
2.0 The model of TG- and the theoretical assumptions behind
it vjere accepted for the present study of Hindi verbal syntax for 
the following reason. The problem of describing certain features 
of Hindi verbs (o,g, the Compound Verb, tin function of participial 
phrases, etc.) is essentially one of finding the syntactic and 
semantic features which regulate the behaviour of verbs. TG- is
"^Kats and Postal: p. 160,
19
the only current model of linguistic description which provides an
14adequate form for such an integrated description.
2.1 a theory provides the theoretical vocabulary and also
a set of concepts out of which particular linguistic descriptions 
of particular languages are constructed. . The descriptions thus 
test the theory and either strengthen it, or question its assumptions, 
or else point out the weaknesses in the theory and provide evidence 
which suggests that a more comprehensive, or even a different kind 
of, generalization must he found.
2.2 This study has used tfu theory and model discussed
above to specify the set of grammatical rules b; means of which 
ne',7 nouns, adjectives and adverbs are created; which explicate 
the traditional grammatical notion of nominal.1:, adjectivals and 
alverbials being derived from verb phrases of various types, for 
instance, the internal structure of expressions such as the ones
la
"That is, all the 'formal universals’ provided by the theory have 
been used in this partial grammar of Hindi to account for the 
phenomena specified, below in paragraph 2,2. Although some of the 
symools, such as Q, wh, neg, h, V, etc. have been claimed to have 
th<- status of substantive universals, this study supports this 
claim only insofar as comparable symbols, e.g. K, J, neg, h, V, etc 
have been used in formulating rules for Hindi. ..bother the 
claims regarding substantive universals sew justified or not is yet 
to be aeon.
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underlined in examples 1, 2 and 5 exhibit the same kind of major 
grammatical relations as found in sentences 4-, 5 and 6 respectively:
1. ram ka cop cap veha se khissk jana mo j lie sccha no hi laga
,rI did not like Ram's slinking away from there .1
2o Pil.^PA^JA .Xi_ AilA AiA .nsA tosvir dekh rohi thi
“I was looking at the ne-w picture brought by my father.1*
5. ryim?_ qijga PlhAXekliRAii yon_jrce hi raja daSrsth ki mrtyo ho g©i
"King dashrath died as soon as Ram, 3ita and Laksman left
fox' the forest.1’
4. ram ccpcap v©ha se khxso'k gaya
"Ram slunle quietly away from there.:-
5. pxtaji noi t©svir laye
;iFather brought a new picture."
S. rang sita or lohsmer von g©yo
"ham, Sita and Laksman went to the fomst."'S d Q
This parrial grammar of Hindi thus contains rules that generate 
various types of simple sentences, and rules that convert these 
sentences into nominal, adjectival and adverbial expressions.
2.21 The syntax of Hindi verbs has not been discussed in
any great detail before, although the traditional description of
Hindi by hamta Prasad C-uru contains many insightful remarks abour
the nominative-Irgative, passive and causative sentences, Compound
15Verbs, and various uses of verbal nouns and participial phrases 
lj&uru: pp. 154- - 70, o22 -- 405, 569 - 601.
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decent attempts at .describing the Compound and Conjunct v^rbs, or
ISthe functions of participial phrases have suffered on two
accounts: either the descriptions have not paid enough attention
17to the syntactic features of verbs , or they have not been based
upon any theoretical conception of linguistic structure, and hence,
18
have failed to maim any significant generalizations. The latest
19
sketch of Hindi grammar* ^  gives an inventory of elements and systems
operating in various places in structure. The statements regarding
systems are so vague and unrelated that it is hard to draw any
conclusions from them. for instance, a system of transitivity
and a system of aspect have been set up at clause rank; systems
of voice, tense and aspect are set up at (verbal) group rank, and
a system of aspect lias been set up again for the element V, Causals
have been treated as merely a su'-class of lexical verbs. The
~ > 20account of Compound verbs (i.e. the sequence li) is incomplete 
and inadequate, and the category of Conjunct verbs (i.e. 'compound 1') 
includes examples such as santos hona, dukh hona etc. which are
    ___. .......
Burton-Page: 8e, 90; Hacker: 94-, 95.
17Burton-Page: op. cit.
^Hacker: op. cit,; Burton-Page: 91.
19Vcrma: 105. See also: Halliday: 37, 58, 39; and Balliday,
HcIniosh and Strevc-ns.
^vVhere x indicates obligatory sequence.
not Conjunct verbs. As is clear from tin account following this, 
the system of causative and possibly that of passive should have 
been set up at clause rank, and a system of Simple vs. Compound 
at (verbal) group rank, along with tense, aspect and modals. This 
failure in setting up systems at proper ranks results in an 
unsatisfactory account of passive and causative sentences.
25
CHAPTER TWO
1.0 The CS rules followirg this section have been
formulated to account for the various types of Kindi verb phrases 
(abbreviated VP), both finite and non-finite. As there is no 
account of Hindi sentence structure available which could serve as 
a basis for this study, we shall consider the types of sentences
in which these TPs occur before we procee-d to the discussion of the 
VPs themselves.
11.1 In modern linguistic writings, one particular type
of Hindi sentence- structure has attracted much attention, that
2
referred to as the Pe..-fv.ctive Nominative-brgative type. To make 
what is involved in this type of sentence structure explicit, 
reference is also made to the Impcrfcctiv^ Subject-Object type, 
and Intransitive sentences. Other types of Hindi sentence structure 
have not received a full treatmc-j t so far,
1.11 To make the discussion of Kindi sentence types more
comprehensible, let us consider the following sentences:
^Allon; V^rma.
2Allen: op. cit. Although the Hindi case system is not parallel 
to Sanskrit, Greek or Latin, and has no terms like Lominative, 
Accusative, etc., w\. have retained the term used by Allen to 
designate this typo of sentence structure„
2
As Imp or P.. ctive sentences with transitive verbs arc comparable to 
subject-objoct type sentences in other languages, such as bnglish, 
we have referred to them as such.
O Af t* r-
Intransitive:
1. ciriya or gsyi
2, thsn(Ji hsva oel rehi thi 
0 *
5, mosam schavna tha
4. larki bimar thi
'■'iho bird flew away”
"A cold wind was blowing” 
"The weather was pleasant” 
"The girl was ill"
II Imperfective Subjcct-Object type:
5. dhobi kspre dho roha tha "The dhobi was washing the clothes
6. bheriyo bokriya kha jate he "The wolves cat up the goats"
7. sonar gohne bonata he "The goldsmith makes ornaments”
8. rnali phul torta tha "The gardener picked- the flowers”
III Perfective nominative-Ergative type:
a. 9, dhobi no kopre dho liye
10. bhepiyo ne boknya kha 11
11. sonar ne cupiya bonai
12. mali ne phul to^e
b. 15. dhobi ne kspro ko dho leya
14. bhcrxyo ne bokriyo ko kha 
liya
15. sonar nc curiyo ko bonaya 
18, mali no phulo ko tora4- o
"The dhpM finished washing some 
clothes"
"The wolves ate up some goats"
"The goldsmith made some bracelets 
"The gardener picked some flowers"
"The dhobi finished washing the 
clothes”
"The wolves ate up the goats"
“The goldsmith made the bracelets” 
"The gardener picked the flowers"
IV Passive:
17. ghayol hons se opa 110I11 gsya
”The wounded swan was unable to fly"
18, dhobi sv. ksprc dho ye no hi gsye
"The dhobi was unable to wash the clothes”
25
19. sc:,nar se gohne nohi bonaye gsye
"The goldsmith was unable to make ornaments*'
20. sare phul tor liye g©ye
nAll the flowers were picked"^
V
21. pitaji ko kslkotte jana he
“Father has to go to Calcutta’1
22. mcjhko koi citthiya Ixkhni he
"I have to write many letters”
25. dhobi ko sariya dhoni cahiye
"The dhobi should, wash the sarecs"
24-. ©b hocoe ko so jana cahiye
“low the child should go to sleep"
VI
25. pitaji ko bhukh lsgi he
"'Father is hungry
26. ma ko matok occha nohi l©ga
“mother did not like the play”
27. booce ko nid a x'ohi he
"The child is feeling sleepy"
28. potr pa k©r asko bori xd§i hc.i
, 5
“he was very happy to get the letter"
1.12 The main syntactical features of the six sets of
sentences are as follows:
I - The Subject, which is in the direct case/ and the verb agree
"’Note the absence of the passive agent which, If present, would have
Ok. Cia iH *r SC .
DThe phrase potr jpa kor is adverbial and could either precede or 
follow osko_.
p
for a full discussion of tno number, gender and case systems of Hindi 
see: Allen. note that the oblique case is frequently homophonous 
with the direct.
26
in number and gender, the number and gcndc_ of the former being 
indicated by the verb if the Subject ioun shews no formal 
indication of them;
II - is similar to I in all respects, except that the sentences in II
have an Object Noun as well, which could either bo in the direct
case, or in the oblique if followed by ko;
7
H i  - the Agent I:oun is in the oblique case and is followed by
7the postposition ne; the Patient Noun is in the direct case, and 
the verb agrees with the Patient noun in number and gender In (a).
In (b) the Patient Faun is in the oblique case and is followed by 
the postposition ko, and the verb does not agree cipher with the 
Agent or the Patient Noun.
IV - the syntactic features of this sot arc similar to the features
7of set 111, except that the postposition following ehe Passive Agent 
is se.
V - is similar to set III as far as features of concord are concerned.
VI - is similar to set Ilia, v.xcept that the initial noun1"is followed 
by the postposition ko.
7
As the terms bubject and Object do not seem appropriate for Ergative 
sentences, we have used the terms Ergative Agent, Patient Noun and 
Passive Agent, respectively for the first and second nouns of type III 
and first noun of type IV.
he are grateful to Professor P.E. Lees for suggesting the term 
Patient houn for the “Object*' of type III sentences.
O
No attempt has made here to use a defining term for Nouns in
initial position in sets Y and VI.
27
1.15 Although Bets IV, V and A/I appear to be similar to
set III, there arc some important differences between them. The
9
Perfective Nominative-lrgative type is restricted to th: Infinitive
only, but set VI is completely unrestricted as regards aspect. Set
10III is restricted to Transitive verbs, set VI is restricted to one
10particular sub-class of Intransitive verbs, set A/' is free from such 
re strictions.
1,14 In modern linguistic descriptions of Kindi,^ the
above syntactic characteristics are pointed out, and m  one 
description,a system has been set up to provide for a choice of 
cither non-no or ne-subjeot, depending upon the choice of appropriate 
class of verb and aspect. In the same description, although a 
system of voice has been set up for the verbal group, and the 
infinitive verbal group has been treated parallel to the Imperative 
and Indicative verbal groups, no statement has been made about the 
.'.ouns in the sentence types IV and V. Presumably, on analogy with 
lie-subject, a se-subjeot (objects) and a ko-subject will be set up 
in such a description for the sentences in IV and V respectively.
9for a detailed description of aspect, see: Allen.
10That class of verbs which operates in sentence types II and III 
is referred to as vransitivc verb. Similarly, the class of verbs 
which operates in sentence type I is termed Intransitive.
11See fn. 1 above.
12\erea.
The GS rules which could make the above description 
explicit would be as follows:
(i)
(ii) V P
(iii) Asp -y->
KP VP
f •/ . ]
/ (Comp) j
t ta 
< ya 
1 na
V (passive) Asp (T )
aux
(iv)
(v)
aux
NP
ga if 
cahiye 
he 
<’ ho 
j hot a 
i hoga 
fytha
K -I- no
K + sc
K + ko
e
if na —
if | —  KP V + ya
if ||—  A + V -f passive
if ||—  KP + V (passive) na
I K elsewhere
1.15 The above rules, although desorip t ivo 1 y adequate, are
unsatisfactory for the following reasons:
a. Certain generalizations that wc can make about the 
sentence-types III - VI are lost, e.g., the same constraints that 
apply to the first and second nouns in III will apply to the first
(and second nouns) respectively in IV - VI; and the number - 
gender and person concord - rules will be the same for sots III - VI.
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b, The introduction of ne, j>e and ko by rule V results
15
in unmotivated branching of KP in the tree.
Both these consequences would complicate the formulation 
of structural indices to which later transformational rules could be 
applied,
1,2 At this point, it is helpful to discuss the classes
and sub-classes of verbs which are relevant for branching rules 
in the CS component,
1.21 The following sets of sentences are helpful in
classifying the Transitive verbs:
A. 29, ram ne cay pi "Barn dranlc tea"
30 * ram ne mitr ko cay pilayi "Bam gave his friend tea to drink"
31. molion ne seb lchaye "Kohan ate apples1”
52. raohan ne ram ko seb khilaye "fohan fed Bam with apples'”
35. Siksok ne chatr ko postok di "The teacher gave a book to
the student"
54. ma ne pitaji ko bhat psrosa "mother served rice to father"
-J
The tree would be as follows:
S
KP " VP
\ KP V Asp Tr *.-, ; ^  lau::
K no K ya he
Branching of KP into I: and ne as above is unmotivated, as ne is not 
a property of the KP, but is rather connected with the VP as a whole 
That is, the choice of ne depends on the choice of V and Asp,
30
B. 35. ram ne mohon se mitr ko oay pilvayi
"11am caused I.ohan to give his friend tea to drink5'
36, mallcm ne rosoiye se bacco ko Idiana khilvaya
"The mistress caused the cook to feed the children1,
37, biksok ne dokandar se chatr ko postok dilvayi
"The teacher made the shopkeeper give a book to the student1
38, ma ne bohon se pitaji ko hhat porosvaya
‘Mother made sister serve rice to father"
1.22 Sentences 29 and 30 in set A are Perfective ITominative-
33rgative type, but the rest of the sentences in A have an additional 
constituent between the Agent and the Patient houn. Furthermore,
this constituent is made up of the elements l! + ko. Traditionally,
this constituent has been referred to as "Indirect Object", and 
although this term is not consistent with Agent and Patient houn,
we shall retain it for the present. Sentences 28, 50 and 31, 32 
exemplify the fact that certain transitive verbs which occur in 
sentence type III have a derivative which occurs in sentence type 
A, but certain verbs in sentence type A have no parallel forms in 
sentence type III: e.g. the verbs in A 35 and 54-. As all the
sentences in A, however, share the syntactic characteristics of 
type III enumerated in section 1.12, the verbs occurring in them 
are treated as a sub-class of Transitive verbs,
1.23 Sentences in A, again, differ from A 50, 52, 05, 
and 34 in that they have one additional constituent: N sy between 
the Agent, and the ‘Indirect Object11, koun. The verbs in B 55 - 8
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are, again, formally related, to the verbs in A 29 - 54, Such 
formal relationships, however, are not restricted to the 
Transitive verbs. The following sentences are also possible:
C. 59, bacca so goya "The child went to sleep"
40, ma ne bacco ko scKLaya ". other put the child to sleep1'
41. ma ne nokar se bacce ko solvaya
"Mother made the servant put the child to sleep"
Sentences with IT e se constituents in this position have been
called "Causal-' sentences in traditional grammars, and the
constituent h + _se has been termed the bausative agent! Since
we are using Agent Noun for the 1? + ne in type III sentences, we
shall refer to the i; s_e in 3 and C as the "Mediant Noun", The
verbs in B and C will be treated as a further sub-class of
Transitive verb, as the sentences in 3 and C share the syntactic
characteristics of type III sentences. The verbs in A 50, 32, 53
and 54 will be referred to as "double transitives" and the verbs
14
in B and C as "causatives".
14As the double transitive and causative verbs have generally been 
discussed under morphology by the traditional grammarians, there 
has been a great deal of confusion as regards what genuine- causals 
are, statements like the following arc quite common: "From all
other roots, two causal bases can be derived, the first of which 
is generally used as a transitive, and the second is considered to 
be genuinely causal, ■* G-uru: Section 205, p. 165.
"‘If the primitive be a neuter verb, it is plain that the first 
causal will be the corresponding active verb,"' Kellogg: Section 
420, Kern. 253.
"The first point to notice in considering the cause1 verbs is that
(Continued overleaf)
1*24 The following sets of sentences exemplify the
sub-classes of Intransitive verbs:
X. 42. ram kitab laya “Ram brought a book1'
45. chatr bhasop n&hi somjhe he students did not understand
the lecture"
II. 44. molion ko hssi ayi ", ohan felt like laughing"
45. bocce ko khilaune mile "The child got some toys"'
46. chatro ko noya bikssk koch j£ca nohi
"$ie students did not like the new teacher"
47. hirsu ko goli nohi logi "ihe deer was not hurt by the
bullet ■
III. 48. lerki svosth ho goyi "ihe girl recovered"
49. ob hsmara ruksr burha ho goya he
"No?/ our servant lias become old"
15IV. 50. mojhe kahani scchi logi" "I liked the story"
51. ma ko film vahiyat logi "Pother found the film bad"
15The forms Pronoun ko and .Pronoun + e are in free variation.
fn. 14 (Cont. from preceding page)
many verbs which are causal in form arc not* strictly speaking 
causal verbs...it is a misuse to call ohilna the causal of chilna 
or chil jana. The former is an active verb...The true causal 
verb indicates the causing of another to do something..f  G-reaves: 
Section 271* p, 501.
Such confusion is avoided when the verbs are looked 
at syntactically* as has beer: done in the above discussion. As 
sentences like the following are ungrammatical} our labelling of 
double transitive and causal seems to be well motivated: 
k ram ne mitr ko cay pi 
x ram ne niohon se mitr ko cay pilayi 
x 8ik§ok ne dchcandar se chatr ko post ok di 
Sentences like: 
ma ne pitaji ko bhat porosvaya 
will be "understood"’ as B 58 after , ediant Noun deletion, never as A
55
Sets I and III are similar in that the first Noun
;
is in the direct case, hut they are different in that the second 
nominal element in I is a Noun, hut in III it is an adjective.
In sets II and IV the first Noun is in the oblique case followed 
by the postposition kq; hut whereas in set II the second element 
Is a IToun, in set IV the first Noun is followed both by a Noun and 
an Adjective.
1,25 Then there are the copula verb sentences, lilce:
li52. kemra hovadar he "The room is well ventilated
55. meri bohon daktor he "ry sister is a doctor"
54. radha bgkcmtola boni "Radha acted as Shakuntala"
55. voh bora bhola bsnta he ;.ue pretends to be innocent"
1.26 The positron regarding the so-called Impersonal
or Passive voice of the intransitive verbs is not clear. there
are _ statements such as the following in Hindi Grammars
"The impersonal voice is, in fact, the passive voice used for 
intransitive verbs." (p.. 56)
"Only transitive verbs can have a passive voice." (p. 98)
"The impersonal voice...is a variety of the passive, as applied 
to intransitive verbs." (p. 102)
However, this confusion regarding the teems "passive*' and “impersonal" 
has not prevented grammarians from observing that:
"Apart from the jana passives.,.there are a large number of
16cnSharma.
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verbs which arc passive by nature.,.All these arc, of course, 
intransitive in form. Their active forms are, naturally, 
transitive...The active forms are used like ordinary 
transitive verbs...And they can form a passive as well: 
kata jana, khola jana, badha jana., etc," (ibid. p. 100)
Let us consider a few examples of active verbs 
which have both a jana passive and an: "original passive":
56. lorke0 11C davat gir a di " The
57. Isrkeo sc davat gir a di goyiy) ;,Tho
COuo lorke-o se davat gir goyi )
59. sonar m gohne nshi bgnaye "v.hc
60. sonar se gehno nshx bonaye goyel
61. sonar se gehne nshi bone j
c impersonal voice11 is said to bo res
The inkpot was droppeo by the boy"
foil
verbs, and the "original passives" are intransitive verbs, the 
question naturally arises, do these original passives also occur 
in the impersonal voice2 It turns out that they do not; the
following are impossible:
h davat se gir jaya goya
s gshno se bsna nohl goya
It also turns out that only the transitive verbs which co-occur 
with Instrumental adverbials also occur in passive and causative 
sentences. The transitive verbs such as khona. bhulna. jsnna, 
oo3:ana (lose,forget, give birth to, startle-(someone)) which do 
not co-occur with Instrumental!, advcrbials do not occur in passive
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or causative sentences either. lienee, in this study, the passive
agent and the mediant noun have been derived from the instrumental 
adverbial, which is satisfactor\r with regard to the semantic 
interpretation of the passive and causative sentences:
62, ram se lcop^ e dhoyc goye "The clothes were washed by Ham"
65, mohsn ne ram so keprc dholvayc-
"Hohan caused the clothes to be washed by Ram"'
64, mohon sc- ram s-.. koppe dholvaye goye
"The clothes were caused to bo washed by Ram by Hohan1
Sentence 64, though si; -listically clumsy, is perfectly acceptable.
1,5 After the preceding discussion of simple verbs, wc-
10proceed to discuss the Compound and Conjunct verbs  ^ in some detail.
19Almost all the grammars and modern descriptions of Hindi make an
attempt to classify the Compound verbs (hereinafter CV) on the
basis of their meaning or formation or both. Very little, if any,
20attention has been paid to their syntactic function. This has
resulted in futile arguments about whether the CV is primarily a
23grammatical category, or a category of meaning or context.
17The causatives porhvana, khilvana, etc, are not the causative forms 
of porhna, khana, etc. but of parhana, khiiana, etc. It is by no 
means sufficient to characterise the causative verbs only with the 
feature [^instrumental advj, the other features that arc relevant 
in this connection have been discussed on pp. 97 - 9.
^Burton-Page: 89,
3 QG-uru; G-reaves; Burton-Page: op. cit.; Hacker: 94, 9-5.
90-r, j i-j . ,Burton-Page: op, cit.
21Burton-Page: op. cit.; Hacker: op. cit.
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No clear picture of the grammatical status of CV has emerged so 
far, before we suggest a solution to this problem, let us 
consider the following sentences:
I. 65. gilheri pc£ par carh gayi nThe squirrel climbed up the tree
66. paka am top ok para ‘'the ripe mango dropped down'
67. mali ne sarc phul tor dale "The gardener picked all the
flowers"
66. Sikari ne bagh ko mar dala "Ttn- hunter killed the tiger"
69. gosse k o van baccc ko mar betha
"Ho rashly hit the child in his anger"
70. do-tin dmo m3 makan soja diya jayga
"The house will be decorated in a day or two"
II. 71. voh d m  c©rhe t©k sota rahta he
"He sleeps till late"
72. mona korne par bhi larki gati gayi
"Although she was asked to stop, the girl went on singing"
III. 73. voh sobah ki gari se ghar cala gaya
"He went home by the morning train"
74. hava ke jhoko mo <J.alc jheki par rahi thi
"The branches were stooping down because of the 
force of the wind"
75. nid na ano par bhi vah leta raha
"He remained lying down even though he could, not sleep"
IV. 76. tom aram koro, me jharu lagae doti hu
"You rest, I shall sweep tie. floor for you"
77, bacce ko kyo mare dalte ho
'\/hy are you almost killing the childS
V. 78. vah ab kam par jane laga he "He has started to go to work now
79. ahat sonte hi kctta bliokne lagta he
"The dog starts barking as soon as It hears a noise"
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1.51 'fhe above five sets of sentences exemplify the
following five morphological types of CV:
I. V + Operator 
II, V + ta + Operator
III. V + ya + Operator
IV. V + ye -i- Operator
V. V + ne_ Operator
(Note that the phonetic form of those suffixes will change according 
to their environment which will be specified by morphophonemic rules,)
22The list of Operators that can occur in each type is as follows;
V+ta+Qpr y±7P'Z\9^ F.
ja
Qth
o
betho
nxkal
rah
col
rokh
le
dhomsk
do
{Jal
nxkal
kha
max'
dekh
gxra
moga
P0h5c
pa
a
ja
roh
ja
por
lc©r
cah
ja
le
do
<Jal
V-:-ne+Opr
log
dc
22This list is not claimed to b^  exhaustive, but it is claimed 
that any addition to it will, not add anything new to the syntax 
of CVs outlined in the following pages.
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1.32 The following operators can follow any verb:
V+ta V+ya Y-s-ne
ja kor log
roh cah de
The rest of the operators vary in their distribution,
so the verbs have to be sub-classified according to the
co-occurrence restrictions between verbs and operators. Some
further co-occurroncc restrictions on operators follow:
**-• + + 0pe3.‘ator and V + ye + Operator constructions
do not co-occur with perfective, and V + ye + Operator doos 
not co-occur with future tenses,
2e Only the following operators co-occur with the negative 
particles:^
V-i-yas-Opr Ve nee Opr
cah de
30 All operators except the following can co-occur in 
imperative sentences:
YYta Y±ya Y-w/e Y+ne •*-
a ja ja Isg
cah le
do 
dalo
4. Only transitive CVs (cf. bection 1.54) can operate in 
passive sentences, (cf. Sections 1,11, 1.12)
These restrictions apply only to unemphatic, normal statement 
type sentences. Emphasis will make some difference to all that 
lias been stated so far.
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1.321 Before the verbs arc sub-classified according to the
occurrence of the operators, it is interesting to consider if the 
members of a certain sub-class of V resulting from the application 
of this criterion have any other syntactic or semantic features 
in common. Ifotc that Kamta Prasad Curu lists only the follov/ing
operators which follow Y as intonsificrs: Qthna, bethna, ana,
24j ana, lena, dona, porna, dalna, rshna, rekhna and mkelna. J 
The semantic explanations accompanying these are revealing: e.g.
the above operators are said to have the following meaning and 
restrictions of occurrence:
denotes suddenness; occurs v/ith verbs that express 
state, e.g. bolna, rona, kapna, cokna (to speak, cry, 
tremble, be startled) etc.
denotes impudence; occurs only with verbs such as 
marna, carhna, kohna (to hit, climb, tell) etc.
indicates i) the direction of an event towards the 
speakcr-hearer, e.g. bads I ghir aye "The clouds 
encircled the sky”
ii) suddenness if following bolna, kohna, 
rona, hosna (to speak, tell, cry, laugh; etc.
(dekh ana, lot ana, etc, result from the deletion of 
kar in dekh ken ana, lot kgr ana,, respectively, etc.)
indicates i) completion if follov/ing hona, banna, 
phslna, merria (to happen, be made, spread, die), etc.
24 ~~~
G-uru: pp. 596 - 400.
othna
bethna
ana
jana
lena
dena
parna
pallia
ralii'ia
rskhna
mkalna
1.522
about which 
to 1 1 0 tha"
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ii) speed if it follows process verbs such 
as khaiia, nigalna, pina, pshocna, ana, ghumna (to eat, 
swallow, drink, reach, come, wander), etc.
iii) direction away from the speaker, if*kar 
is deleted from dekh kar jana, lot kar jana, etc. 
iv) use of jana in passives.
has a meaning similar to atmanopadam of Sanskrit, i.e. 
the result of the action, process, etc, is directed 
towards the actor: e.g. kha lena, son lena (to eat
up, listen), etc,
has a meaning similar to Sanskrit parasmaipadam, i.e. 
the result of the action, process, etc. is directed 
towards someone other than the actor: e.g. khila dena,
mar dona (to feed, hit), etc.
It moans suddenness when it follows colna, hosna, 
rona (to move, laugh, cry), etc.
is similar to j_ana, and moans "happening" with 
intransitive verbs: e.g. girna, cokna, kuci.no., hosna 
(to fall, be startled, jump, laugh), etc.
occurs only with transitive verbs, and denotes 
vehemence: e.g. mar &alna, kat da,lna, tor dalna
(to kill, cut, smash up), etc,
indicates continuous action.
is similar to lena, and is restricted to a few verbs, 
is similar to porna, and is restricted to a f*..w verbs.
lena. and dena arc obviously the kind of operator 
general statements could be made. It is interesting 
whereas lena occurs with transitive verbs, such as
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khana, pina, socna, samajhna (to oat, drink, think, understand), etc, 
dena occurs with double transitive verbs such as khilana, pilana, 
bhejna (to feed, give to drink, send), etc. Of course there is 
a large number of transitive verbs v/ith which both lena and dena 
occur, biit an obvious difference in moaning results if a 
transitive verb is followed by d-na instead of lena:
i
80, me ne catthi porh li "I read the letter (for myself)"
81, me no citthi parh di HI read the letter (for theO Q «• 0 s
benefit of somebody else)1'
lotice also that only the V + le_na could have a recipient noun 
identical with the actor:
82, me ne apne ko samjha liya “I consoled myself"
3-z me ne op no- ko samjha diya
83, me no osko sonjha diya... U1 consoled him.,.’'
It is also significant that only the verbs that can co-occur with 
dena have a causative form: e.g. khilana - khylknxna, sol ana - 
solvana, pahnana - pehanvana (to feed - cause to feed, put to 
sleep - cause to put to si-op, dross (someone) - cause to dross 
(someone)). ihat is, the following pairs of sent-nccs arc related:
84a, Qsne bacoe ko solaya irIie put th- child to sleep”
84b. osne no kar se becce ko solvaya
"Ho made tin- servant put the child to sleep”
85a. Qsne otithi ko mala pahna d_i 
"x-c garlanded the guest”
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85b. osnc choti bocci se otitlii ko mala pohanva di
"lie got the guest garlanded by a small girl"
1.525 On the basis of the above, two semantic markers: (atmane),
(parasmai) have been set up to make thv. occurrence of V + lena,
dena type of CV predictable0 Similarly, various other semantic
markers such as (direction), (action), (process), (stative), etc.
have been set up to characterize the sub-classes of verbs which
are followed by ana, j ana, cthna, bethna, porna, etc. to indicate
the type of semantic interpretation which the CVs would receive.
(cfa the Lexicon: p. 121).
1.55 The following verbal sequences, although they appear
to be similar to CVs, have been left out of this account, because 
they do not behave similarly to the CVs discussed above:
86. haven vor§ ki cmr me hi seth ji col boso
"Seth died when he was 52"
87. oski jan par a bani "His life was in danger"
88. Sotrco no qila ja ghera "The enemy surrounded thv. fort"
89. cxriya jal me ja phssx "The bird was caught in the net"
The first two are clearly idioms as their readings do not
25amalgamate to produce a non-deviant reading. The next two are
different from CVs, as th^ following sentences will shew:
90a. cxriya or goyi "The bird flow away"
90b. cirxya nohi ori "The bird did not fly away"
25Other such idioms are: topok porna, bon porna (to arrive 
unexpectedly, be possible), etc.
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89a. cirrya jal mo ja phosi "The hird was caught in the not"
89b. crrrya jal me noli! phasi "The bird was not caught in the net"
In CV, the reading of the V dominates and the reading of the Operator 
modifies it, which is not tfcu. case with ja phasna. It is obviously
a sequence of two Vs: jana and jDl^ sna, and derived by a deletion
transformation from:
91. carrya ja kar jal me phas gsyi
26"The bird went and got caught in the not"
1.54 The status of the CVs in terms of transitivity is
clear if we consider oho following sentences:
92. billi ne sara dudh pi liya
"The cat drank up all the mxlk"
93. brlli sara dudh pi goyi
94-. bsccc<, 10 dxya "The child burst out crying"
95. bocca ro pora
It is clear that the CV Is transitive if both the V and the Opr 
belong to the transitive class of Vs, and is intransitive otherwise.
Of course, only Cvs of the V+Opr typv, lend themselves to this test, 
as all the others involve a participial form of the V (Y+ta, Y+ya, 
etc.) and some of them ai'r severely restricted in their co-occurrencc 
possibilities with Aspect-markers. (cf. Section 1.52).
26Other such sequences have ghcrna, jhopotna, doyna, bhirna, dotna, 
bosna, rckna, pshQcna, milna, tutna, etc. as the second V.
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However, although the V. ... + Ouerator. , ...9 ■ transitive A intransitive
type of CV is syntactically intransitive in that it cannot 
participate in the Perfective Noninative-hrgative type concord
(cf. 1.12), V. ... still retains its characteristics of x y 5 transitive
having a Patient noun as in sentence 95 above,
1.55 Thus, Cbs are not merely a sub-class of verb ,
because if we treat them as such, from the point of view of the
Perfective Howinative-hrgative type concord, they will fall
together with the intransitive Vs of the lana type; but the
constraints that apply to the second nominal of sentences with
lana type Vs will not be applicable to such CVs* Instead, the
constraint;; that apply to such CVs are the same as those that
apply to the Patient noun and V. ... . It therefore seemsJ rransitive
profitable to treat Operators as separately concatenable elements 
inside the VP in the 08 rules.
1.36 The question arises at this point as to why items
like sokna and cokna have been left out of the preceding discussion,
27
These items have always been treated as Operators in grammatical
writings on Hindi. We propose to treat ohem differently for the.
following: reasons:
1. sokna and gf.kna (markers of ability and completion 
respectively, and hereinafter designated the M element) are
97
cf. fn, 18 and 19 above.
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not restricted in their co-occurrence possibilities to any 
particular sub-class/es of the V,
2. Although M does not participate in Perfective Lominative- 
Lrgative type sentences, unlike the Intransitive CVs, it can 
operate in Passive sentences.
5. Only' sokna can co-occur with the negative.
4. Ynlike the Operators M does not operate in Imperative 
sentences.
5. M can follow CY in a sentence, although there will be
some restrictions on such sequences,
1.4 The Conjunct Verbs present a somewhat different
problem and have to be considered separately. Several criteria
have been suggested to separate the Conjunct Verbs from sequences
28of lominal + Verb, but they have not been entirely successful. 
Three criteria necessary to separate the two are suggested below:
The nominal element in a Conjunct verb
1. cannot be follower by a.- ,y postposition,
2. can: ot be inflected for number, gender or case,
o. cannot be preceded by any modifier, not even the possessive
r 29 form.
28Burton-Page: op.cit.
29This is a necessary condition as otherwise sentences like the 
following would be considered to have a Conjunct verb as their 
main verb:
1, osne der to': aplca mtizar krya
"lie waited for you for a long time"
2. meghe bohan ki yad ayi “I remembered my sister"
(Continue d overleaf)
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1.41 Unlike CVs, Conjunct verbs constitute a lexical
category of verb and, as such, would be introduced as sub-classes 
of Intransitive and Transitive verbs, depending on the class membership 
of the verbal element of the conjunct verb.
2.0 The following CS rules sum up the above discussion. 
Each rule is followed by necessary explanations and exemplifications
2.1 S -»-> (it {) ;;:P + VP
The first rule of the CS expands the initial symbol
S into an optional K or Imp, and UP plus VP. The element It
represents the Interrogative and, if selected, signals the
application of Q transformations (cf.  ^^  , p. 107.).
Similarly, Imp represents the Imperative and, if selected, signals
the application of the Imperative transformation (cf, T , p. 109.)
00
negative has not been treated parallel to the 
Interrogative as it does not shew parallel structure. The
(fn. 29 Cont. from preceding page)
These obviously have to be analysed as:
1. osne - der tok - apka mtxsar - kxya
2c mojhe ~ bohon ki yad - ayi
as opposed to sentences like:
5. csne dorvaza bond kxya 51 lie closed the door"
4, mojhe mskan posolid aya ,:I liked the house'1
which have to be analysed as:
5. osne - dorvaza - bond kiya
4. mojhe - mskan - pasand aya
Verbs like dikhai dena / perna, sonai porna, etc. are Conjunct 
verbs according to the above criteria.
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differences will ’become clear in the following rules.
2.2 TO -*-* (neg) (tn) (pi) TO' (M) AT
The VP is expanded into the main verb phrase VP1, 
and obligatory A(spect) and i(cnse auxiliary) constituents, and 
optional elements of negative, time and place adverbials.
2.3 VP1 ->-> PPPpl
i(.0<U) E;, . P
;rasej (llloa j\C0“'P/ , j yi ((SE)Operator)
^Pred
VP’ is expanded into adverbial phrases that are
relevant for the subcategorization of verbs into sub-classes of
verbs, and into an optional Operator which may or may nob select
S(tem) b(ncLing) for V. The sub-classes of verbs which depend on
the selection of one of the choices in the second constituent of
VP1 are as follows:
+1VP Transitive
mcPu -j- NT - Double transitive
+Kom - Verbs of the Ijogna type
-:-Pred ~ Copula verbs
bp )
I’om> *cori:) “ P>rds which require a complement
If the second, constituent above is not selected 
we get a simple intransitive verb, which will bo characterized 
by [~PP] in the following pages. All these types have beer 
discussed in detail in the preceding sections, whore they have also 
been exemplified (cf. 1.11 - 2‘3). The mdR, if selected, will
signal the embedding of a recipient noun (cf. p. 66),
The following somewhat simplified tree will make the embedding 
of a recipient noun clear:
S
VP
r
ram VP' Asp Taux
md tha
Philoua de
nO
VP
bocca
r T"
Asp Taux
r~- - - r
Horn V k o tha
khilona mil
After various ordering, concord and deletion 
transformations the resulting sentence would he; 
ram ne bocce ko khilona diya tha
‘Pte/m had given a toy to the child"
The following conditions determine the application 
of the relevant embedding transformation:
1. The embedding transformation has to folio:/ the order
transfox'mation that attaches the ne and ko_ elements to the
initial I'P of the respective sentences, under specified
conditions (cf. T . T and T . ).
x & ^ * x
2. The second I P of the matrix and the horn of the 
constituent sentence have to be identical.
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5. The Asp and Taux of the matrix and constituent sentences 
have to be identical-
j sak
2-4 « -  (ocfc
The symbol 1.: is expanded into the markers of ability 
(ssk) and completion (cck).
/ e + ga if Imp In! (b) VP*--
2.3 AT ->-> < ya
e\Asp Taux 
(bote that B - (neg) (tm) (pi))
The constituent AT is expanded into future if Imp 
is selected in 2.1, simple past or contingent future or Aspect 
and Tense auxiliaries othervri.se.
2.6 Asp
\ ta 
J roha
2.7 Taux
( ga if e--
1 he 
/ tha 
\ hoge 
! ho 
 ^hot a
The above context-sensitive rules specify all the 
choices possible in Asp and. Taux, via.:
V e - contingent future
V -i- e -i- ga ~ future
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V *i* ta he - present imperfect
V Jr ta tha - past imperfect
V fc a -i- hoga inre s umptive imperfe ct
V ta ho - contingent imperfect
V -f ta -f hot a - past contingent imperfect
V -V va - simple past
V ya + he - present perfect
V .L ya + tha - past perfect
V *V ya hoga - pre sumpt ive perfect
\ + ya + ho - contingent perfect
V ya hota - past contingent perfect
V roha + he - present continuous
V j roha tha - past continuous
■ v
\! roha + hoga - pres ump t i ve c o nt inuo us
\r roha ho - contingent continuous
V -r roha hota - past contingent continuou
The following observations on Hindi aspect are 
relevant to the discussion of the sub-classes of Hindi verbs which 
undergo the transformations that derive the adjectival phrases 
from underlying verb phrases (cf. Section 5.1.2 pp. 69ff.)
The imperfective and perfective aspects provide us with the notion 
of the action or process resulting in a state, e.g.
96. voh tarsi por bethta he 'lie sits on a chair1'
97. voh tarsi por betha he '’He is seated on a chair
The action of sitting is not relevant in 96 (which indicates 
habitual action), whereas the process is complete, and the actor
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is in the state of being seated in 07, In the case of verbs of 
action, the perfective does not imply a state but an event; e.g, in:
98. voh tea dorta ho "he runs fast1'1o
99, voh tea dora lie "lie has run fast"
the action is not complete in 98, whereas in 99 the event of
running has alread5^ taken place, kbits two classes of verb are 
established: one is action/process - state verb, the other is
action/process - event verb. It is interesting lo note that most 
intransitive verbs are action/process - state, whereas most 
transitive verbs are action/process - event, although there are 
exceptions to this, bore has beei said about this in the relevant 
sections.
/ Instrumental 
1 Concomitive
2.8 PPphrase -«• < Separative
) Source
\ Mannerf
\ . . . . .
2.9 Instrumental (mcLM) HP se
The mdli signals the mediant noun embedding in
Causative sentences (cf. T , p.65.), and the HP + se characterizes
4
the strings that undergo the massive transformation (cf, T p. 64).
o,
PPphrase has been expanded into various adverbial 
phrases which are relevant for the subcategorisation of V. In a 
full grammar of Hindi many more su -classes of PPphrase may be found
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necessary, but there is no motivation to subcategorize them any 
further for the present. Verbs that co-occur with Instrumental 
also occur in causative sentences, e.g.:
100. os no <Jak se lcita'b bheji ’lie sent the book by post"
101. Cjsne nolcor se dak se kitab bhijvayi
"Ke made the servant send the book by post"
102. caku se phol kota "The fruit got cut with a knife" 
105. osne caku se phsl kata "He cut the fruit with a knife" 
104. osne bohon se caku se phol kstvaya
"He made his sister cut the fruit fith a knife"
Verbs like socna, janna (to think, know), etc. that
do not co-occur with Instrumental do not occur in causative
sentences either. This restriction is useful in characterizing
50the strings in whach mediant noun embedding is possible (cf. T , p,3
5
V -i- Passive in the envs. HP -i- se ■; A \ x _
I {A—  ((Sh)Operat or
2,10 V* { v(ne) in the env, HP(comp) —  ((Sft)Operator)
V + ko in the env. hom(comp) —  ((5L)0perator)
V elsewhere v
(bote that A = (mdtl) (ndR) I':P (comp))
The V + Passive signals the passive transformation (cf. T„, p.64).
o
\
ase /
2,11 V ->-» C.S. in the env, \ r.rP P \ > —  Operator
0 i
- ~-rP % \i .r t/; Mcomp;
» hom i ;
; Pre d !
I Passive J
  ________________           „ „ _ .v ...... I   _ . _.
50 ~ /Sentences like : phul dhup se nicrjha goye (The flowers withered
away in the sun) are not counter-examples to this argument, as
dhup se here is not Instrumental but Source. Besides, the above
argument applies only to transitive verbs.
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The above rule rewrites the V as a C(omplex) S(ymbol) 
in the environments specified, This rule is an abbreviated version 
of the following rules:
Assign the feature:
[-IIP] to the V if the second constituent dominated by 
VP' is not selected,
to the V if the I:P dominated by VP' is selected,
[+co:np] to the V if comp is selected,
[-:-Pred] to the V if Pred is selected,
[-:-hom] to the V if on is selected, and so on.
The rule could be spelled out as follows:
N \
( +PP i f v ■
\ t.. _ f (-s-comp ; ^
2*12 V ■■>-> [+v, i p P p h r a s e , < , iOperator, ±Passive]
i +Pred *
I -PP iv
That is, each verb gets a category feature [+v] 
obligatorily, plus the syntactic features such as P:- or - PPphrase],
or “ IIP] 3 etc. depending upon the environment in which the \i
. - n , . 51occurs m  a particular string.
f 0 )
2,15 Operator ->-» C.S* in the env. \ / V — (Sb)
j hom [
* Prea ;
Operator is witter, as a Co;a ilex Symbol by this 
rule, as the Operator also has to be subcategorized according to
51See: Chomsky: 25 for a full discussion of subcategorization,
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the subcategory of the V with which it can occur (cf. Sections
1.54 and 1.55), and also according to the S(tem) b(nding) of the V, 
This rule again can be rewritten as follows to make
the assignment of features clear:
i ±Kp t
2.15.1 Operator ->-> [-i-Opr, ( +Nom ( , ± ST"]
( +Ered1
At this stage, before subcategorizing the CVs, it 
may be useful to reconsider the status of the Operators listed on 
p.57 , Consider the following:
10-5. larki has pori "The girl burst out laughing1'
k lapki has kar pari
106a. osne leagzat ki dher me se citthi dliurh mkali
O  o o o o
106b. osne kagzat ki dher me se citthi dhurh lcar mkalicj q o o o
"he searched out the letter from among the pile of paper"
107. me osse kah (kar) dekhta hu ki kya hota he
"I shall tell him and sec what happens"
108. osne lcitab khondva (kor) mog(v)ayi
"He had the book bought and brought (to him)"
100a. osne pcro ko kat giraya 
109b. osne pero ko kat kor gira diya 
"lie felled the tree"
110. horn pirhiyo se is makan me rahte aye he
"7e have been living in this house for generations" 
k ham pirhiyo se is mskan me rahte hoe aye he 
but 111. ham rat bhar gari me sote (hoe) aye he
"V/e have been asleep the whole night in the train"
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112. lorki gati goyi
115. lsrki gati hoi geyi
"The girl v/ent on singing"
"The girl was singing as she went"
Hi. voh d m  bhsr sota rahta he "He keeps sleeping the whole day1' 
h vah d m  hhar sota hoa rahta he
It is clear from the above that in V+Opr type CVs, 
whereas Vkparna is a CV, the status of V-i-nikalna, dekhna, mag(v)ana, 
_g^ ircma is doubtful, as the * seem to be derived by the deletion of 
kar from adverbial phrases of Vykar type. As regards the V+tam-Opr 
type CVs, there is a difference between the sequence Y+ta(+hca)+V 
(as in 110 - 3 above) and Vyta+Opr; and sequences like sota ana 
will have to be derived, by deletion, 'whereas rahta ana is a clear 
instance of CV. This would make further sub-classification of Vs 
(so that ^ehj^_gma does not get two structural descriptions) 
important, \Je shall come back to this later.
2.14 SE
i ta
V
’ ya
I ^
The above rule expands the SE into four different 
stem endings, one of which could be selected if SE has been 
chosen in rule 2.5.
2.15 [+SI:J L +
ta
r
’ya
ye
ne
] in the env,
tai
T a!
ye;
ne
The syntactic feature [-:-SE] assigned to the Opr is 
rewritten as [-:-ta, ya, ye or ne] according to whether the Opr
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follows ta, ya, ye or no.
f a » 
b <
■. ° |
f a
': C !J
■ f  :
1 g . 
i h ‘
2.16 [-si;] -»> i 7 ]
j '
t■1 ; 
l!
! 11 ; 
! °i
i Pi 
\ ci-
The feature [-SE] assigned to the Opr is rewritten 
as [+a, h, c,,0oq] according to the above rule. This gives us 
17 Opr of the V-s-Opr type CVs. It is necessary to treat each 
Opr of this group as a class in itself as the list of Vs that 
can precede the individual Opr does not coincide with regard to 
any two Oprs.
The following rule subcategorizes the [-[-Operator] 
feature assigned to the V in terms of the a.bov>-; sub-classes 
of Opr.:
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ra 1 Ta A
A  I h  |
I !! I in the env, —  *Opr j * j
2.17 [^Operator] | qj ■ j^ q J]
[~ta| 1 taj
j I in the env• —  +Opr : \lye * jye
LneJ ^ne-l
As the sub-classes of V+ta, ya or ye -i-Opr are not
relevant to uhe syntactic rules /e shall not specify then here.
The selection of V and Opr in such CVs has, however, beer specified 
in the lexicon (cf. p, 121.).
2.18 Worn NP
Tnp
2.19 Pred ->-> < ’a .\Adj
Pules 18 and 19 rewrite the Fora and Pred elements 
as NP or Adj. The following sentences exemplify the choices 
in 2olS and 2.19;
115. Qsko cot logi [NF]
"He was hurt"
116. corcil tori dol Ice mohan net a the [ilP]..^ ^^ ^
"Churchill was a great leader of the Tory party"
117. nehru bharot me bore lokpny the [Aclj]^ ^
f SdP if Imp
2.20 NP { (rel) N
( ProIT
Rule 2,20 expands the HP in various positions into rel which, if 
selected, would signal the embedding of Adjective (cf, T r,), 
or relative clause (cf, *
The rules that follow now rewrite the N as a 
C(omplex) iS(ynbol) and assign various features to it.
K \
Proi )2,21 1 ., r -*-> CcS, in tikr env, j ®  T^“ “‘^'r ^
PH 1 r IH 1
2 o 21,1 jproig ^  jjh’oljj 9 :L'plural> ±Feminine, ±CountJ
2,21.2 [+HJ LzbDefinitc ] in the env, (mcffi.) —  V
2.21,5 [+EroN] ->-> [±ThP]
- [+(ptpJ ]L (SdP j J2.21,4 [“ThPj
All the above features, [+N] and person, number, 
gender and countability arc necessary to formulate the selectional 
features of the V. The feature [iCount] is developed further in 
the following rules.
2,22 [+Count] . [^Animate]
2,25 [-{-Animate] ->-> [±Human]
2.24 [+Uurnan] [^Honorific]
2.25 [-Count] -*->■ [ iAb s tr a c t ]
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All the above features such as [^Honorific],
[-Animate], [^Abstract] are necessary to account for concord 
features, or restrictions on N in various positions, or embeddings.
for instance, Honorific is a feature necessary to account for the 
second personal pronominal form ap, and the special Imperative 
form of the V, e.g. jaiye (honorific "go") as opposed to non­
honor if ic jjao; [-i-Abstract] is necessary to specify the dummy 
that signals the embedding of verbal nouns in sentences like 
mojhko jana he (I have to go); [+Animate] is necessary to 
characterize the mdM and mdH which signal the mediant and recipient 
noun embeddings respectively (cf. p. 65, T p. GO).
The V has to receive all the features that the 
first and second nominals have:
(0 j
2.26 [+v] -*•* C.S, in the onv. I HP -1JP (comP b  — -
1 Mom i
[ Pred )
Later transformational rules will specify the 
concord relations (cf,
i no
2.27 neg ->-» | nehl
I lust in the env > Imp + NP —
2.28 Adj C.S. in the env. N —  V
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2.28.1 Adj [+adj, i-attributive]
2.28.2 L+adjJ -*-> [i-IIonorif ic / stAbs tract, ±Plur, APem]
in the env. K<- . rt. , ,
Liliononfic / *tAbstract9 itPlurs ±Fenj
Rule 2,28 rewrites the Adj as a C.S., and the next
two rules specify the inherent and sclectional features of the
* /
Adj respectively.
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CHAPTER THREE
5,0 Before formulating rules for Nominal!zations
Adjectival!zations, Adverbializations, concord, etc., it is necessary 
to assign the ne, and ko elements (cf, CS rule 2*10, p, 12 ) their 
proper place in the string. The following transformational rules 
accomplish this:
T^ - Nominative - Ergative
X - N - A - V + ne (Opr. ) ya ('Xaux)
X - N  + n e - A - V  (Opr,) ya (T )
X J - / * - '  ' o n v '
The effect of the above transformational rule is made eixplicit by 
the following trees:
S
r
VP' AT
yt ya
N V ne
kitab perh
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NP
N
ram
VP
r~"
NP
N
VP*
J L_
• i
ne kitat
n
V*
V
I
PQgh
AT
The application of appropriate concord and morphophonemic rules 
will yield:
118* ram ne kitat po^hi 
"Ram read a took*"
T ko placement
&s
X - Nx - W - I\T2 - V + ko - Y
T Nom shift
& + JL
X - - ¥ - P2 + ko - V - Y
- w  X - N + ko - W - K - V - Y 
2 1
*trees:
The above transformations will result in the following
S
IIP VP
N VP1
— -
AT
i
1
ram Nom
-- -
X
V 1
1
ya
I t_____i_
•v
i
N
t ko
1
bhulch
1
leg
S
Nom f! NP
I
VP
f t
)
}
1
j
1 I ■"----\
NP
i
1?
i
N
i
j
VP*
\
Y
|
AT
f
ya
ram ko bhulch log
The application of appropriate concord rules and phonological rules 
will result in:
119* ram ko bhulch logi 
"Earn was hungry*"
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Tg Passive
X - (ne) - Kg + se - (A) V + Passive - Y 
X - + se - (A) V ya ja - Y
where: ^
This f*ormulation of the passive transformation auto­
matically excludes the 'original passive' intransitive verbs, as they 
will not have a syntactic feature [^Passive].
The following example illustrates the application of
the above rule:
bar hoi ne - b or hoi se - korsi - bona + Passive - ya ->•*-> T
O O U
boy hoi se - kcrsi - bona ya * ja - ya
The above will be rewritten by the appropriate 
concord and phonological rules as:
120. boy hoi se lccrsi bonai goyi
"The chair was made by the carpenter.
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T, indiVI embedding:
4
s: N - X - mdM ~ (mdli) I7 - V - Y )
b 1 2 1 i ^
S : N . se - (mdlt) l\r - V -i- ya + ja - Z I
e 5 4 £i
N - I - i\ + se - (mdLl) - V- - Y
1 0 ij J.
V/here: a) I\ ^ N:,
b) (mdh) N2 - V-l - Y ~ (mail) ^  -Vg - Z
c) vf s V„ + cans
_ L  &
The application of the above rule to:
S, : ram -mcti- bscce ko khana khilvata he
o
"Ram -radii- feeds the child1'
S : nokor se bacce ko khana khilaya jata he
e
"The child is being fed by the servantfl
yields the following causative sentence:
121. ram -nokar se- bocce ko khana khilvata he 
'Ham makes the servant feed the child"
Appropriate morphophonemic rules specify the 
causative forms of the verb b r rewriting V cans as V
caus
(e.g.; khilana * caus khilvana).
mdR embedding:
S, : N. -- X “ I'J - V - Y - Asp - T j
b 1 2 1 aux I
S : I-’. + ko - N - - £ - Asp - f ]
e o 4 2  ^ am: j
h  - X - N3 , ko - B2 - Vx - Y - Asp - Taux
The above rule derives the foliowin.. sentence
122. mohon ne sohan ko cay pilayi
'h.ohan gave Sohan some tea to drinki!
the following base and embedded sentences:
mohon ne -mdR- cay pxlayi “^ lohan gave some tea -radR- to drinklf 
S sohsn ko cay mxli "Sohan had some tea"
Sentence 122 has the following tree structure:
S
j---------------
VP
mdR IIP V Asp Taux
f l i t !
S N pila ya $
KP ]
I I
N  no
i
mohsn
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The conditions necessary for the application of
rule ar e •
a ) T'f
*'1
k N„0
t*) H2
°) Asp and Tav b e
5,1o1 Nominal!zations.
All the verbs that take an abstract noun as their 
subject, complement, predicate complement or patient noun also 
take a nominalisod phrase in these positions. Tor instance, 
consider the following:
125. jhuth bolna pap ho "It is a sin to tell lies"
124. joldi o£hna occha he "It is good to rise early"
125. osko ghor jana he “He has to go home"
126. ram ko kitab khoridni he "Ram has to buy a book'-
127□ me phol khana nohi cahta "I do not want to eat fruit"
128o voh bacce ka kotte se khelna dekhta raha
"lie kept looking at the child ploying with the dog"
129. ma ko malti ka dor ghor lotna bora loga
"Mother felt unhappy at Haiti's returning home late" 
150, ram ne kam jsld somapt korna avoSyok somjha
"Ram considered it necessary to finish the job quickly"
In the above sentences the nominals jhuth bolna, 
ghar jana, phol khana, etc. occur in the following environments:
125 and 124  Pred + V
125 and 126 N + ko .- V
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127 and 128 N  V
129 N -i- k o  Adj + V
150 N + n e  Adj + V
The sub-classes of verb involved in 125 - 50 have
already been discussed.
The comp symbol after NP in the environments
(mdR) M  V and Mom + N  V signals an Adjective embedding
in the following manner:
ma ko film -md- logi "Mother found the film -md"
film bcari thi "The film was bad"
151, ma ko film bcri lygi "Mother found the film bad"
me ne ram ko -md- paya "I found Ram -md"
ram svosth tha ".Ram was healthy"
152. me ne ram ko svosth paya “I found Ram healthy"
Note also that all the transitive verbs that take a
nominalized phrase as their patient noun arc the- ones which do not
have a deletable patient noun. Therefore an md is postulated for 
verbs exemplified by sentences 125 - 50 and this md is replaced by 
the nominal!zation when the strings characterized by it undergo 
the following transformation:
T^  Nominalization:6
8, • X ~ rad p i ~ 1 f.o |_-i-abstract J |
S : N - Z - V (Operator) - Asp - Taux 1e /
X - N -!- Gen + Z + Y (Operator) -i- na - Y
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5,1.2 Parallel to attributive adjective -i- noun constructions
in Hindi there arc constructions that involve a participial (phrase) 
and a noun, e.g.:
Ijj. lal kitab neri he 1 the red hook is mine"
154. mez par pari hoi kitab meri he
;,...'he book lying on the table is mine"
155. sundar phulo ko mot toro ".Uo .not pluck the beautiful flowers"
156. khilte hce phulo ko mat toro
Do not pluck opening flov/ers'1
157. kali mo tar lal batti dekhto hi rcJc goyi
"The black car stopped as soon as it saw the red lights'1
158. tea 'ohagti hoi motor lal batti dkkhte hi rc.k gayi
"The car travelling fast stopped as soon as it saw 
the red lights1
159. alsi nokar so roha tha "the lazy servant -/as asleep"
140. kari melm at se thaka hoa kisan so raha thaQ
"The peasant tired of hard work was asleep"
The similarity between adjectives and participial 
phrases extends to the relative clauses too:
141. jo nukar alsi tha, vah so raha tha
"The servant who was lazy rar, asleep"
142. jo kari mehnat se thak goya tha voli kisan so raha tha
"The peasant who vms tired of hard work was asleep" etc.
The participial phrases occur also in predicative
position, e.g.
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143, kisan ksri inch not se thaka hoa thao
"The peasant was tired of hard work1 
144o kitah mez par pari hoi thi
"The book was lying on the tabic"
However, tin re are restrictions on the occurrence 
of participial phrases in predicative position, which are discussed 
below, V/e shall consider first imperfect participial phrases,
145, nokar bazar jata tha "The servant was going to the market"
h 145a, nokar bazar jata hoa tha 
but 146. bazar jata lica nokor,,, "The servant going to the market,,."
147. ghora tez aorta he "...he horse runs fast"
5£ 147a. ghora tez dart a hoa he 
but 148. tez dorta hoa ghora.., "The horse r’Uinin0 fast..."
although:
h 145b. jo nokor bazar jata hoa tha voh... 
k 147b. jo ghora tez do^ta hoa he voh...
Compare the behaviour of perfect participial phrases:
149. lorka ghsr sc- bhaga tha "The boy had run away from home"
150. lorka ghor se bhaga hoa tha
"The boy was one-who-had-run-away-from-home"
151. ghor se bhaga hoa Ispka, .
"The boy who had run away from home..."
152. jo lorka ghor se bhaga (hoa) tha voh...
"The bov who had run away from home..,"
155. kcrsi komre me pori thi "The chair was standing in the room" 
154. kcrsi ksmrc me neri hex thio
"The chair was standing in the room1
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155, kamre me pori hci korsi,.."The chair standing in the room...”
156. jo kcrsi komre me pori hoi thi voh...
!iThe chair that was standing in the room..."
A closer look reveals differences even among the 
intransitive verbs we have been discussing so far:
137. nokor bazar goya tha "The servant had gone to the market1
158„ bazar gaya hca nokor.., ‘'The servant who had gone to the
market
159, jo nokor bazar goya hoa tha voh. .,
’“The servant who had gone to the market... ■'*
but 160. ghora tez dora tha "The horse had run fast" ^* o o
3£ 160a. tez dor a hca ghora...
5€ "1605, jo ghora tez dor a hca tha voh..„
Verbs of action like ocholra9 lcudna, khelna, jhulna, 
phadna (to leap, jump, play, swing, spring), etc. behave similarly 
to do£na in this respect.
In view of the above it is desirable to derive
the participial phrases before formulating the rel embeddings and
the transformations that derive the Adjective + j. oun Phrase from 
the rel strings.
5.1.21 A dummy symbol which is necessary for the formulation
of T has been taken for granted, according to the conventions 
of if (cf. 1.5, p. 15), in the following transformational rule.
(The dummy has the features [+adj, ^attributive]).
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T Adj embedding:
V  X ~ 'l ~ md[+Adj] " Y i
\j _ ]y _ % j v - ta - Taux j
X - - Z + V ta * hca
Y/here: a) h - NQ
J. ^
b) Z does not contain neg
Fotice that the above rule will yield starred sentences
such as 145a and 147a on p. 70, which is objectionable. The same
difficulty arises with the introduction of a restricted class of 
Adjectives in predicative position by the GS rules, as they occur 
only in the attributive position, e.g.:
151. voha coiid log the !lThere were a few people there;i
h 161a. voha log csnd the
162. ram mera cocera bhai he "Pam is my cousin'1
s 162a. mera bhai ram cscera he
One v/ay of accounting for such adjectives is to 
introduce these in pre-nominal position in the OS rules, and then 
imperfect participial phrases such as those in sentences 140 and 
140 on p. 70 could be introduced by embedding them an the position 
of a dummy representative of such adjectives. Such adjectives 
will not be discussed any further here.
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3,1.22 Before formulating the rules for the perfect
participial phrases, it is necessary to note that the intransitive
and transitive verbs behave quite differently v/ith regard to these:
165. bocca komre me soya he "The child is asleep in the room’
164. komre me soya hca bscca..•
"The child who is asleep in the room..."
165. lopka forb por betha he "'The boy is seated on the floor”
166. forS por betha hca lor lea...
“The boy seated on the floor"
but 167. dhobi ne kopre dhoye “The dhobi v/ashed the clothes"
k 167a. kopre dhoya hoa dhobi.,.
168. kovi ne mohakavy likha "The poet wrote an epic"
s 168a* mohakavy likha hca kovi.,.
although the following are possible:
169. dhobi ke dhoye hc.e kopre...
"The clothes washed by the dhobi. ..
170. kovi ka likha hoa mohakavy.,.
"The epic written by the poet..."
and the follov/ing sets of relative clauses are also possible:
171. jis dhobi ne kopx^ e dhoye voh...
"The dhobi who washed the clothes..."
172. jo kopre dhobi ke dhoye hoe he ve*,.
"The clothes that the dhobi washed..."
175. jis kovr ne mohakavy likha voh...
‘The poet ’who wrote the epic...'1 
174. jo ‘mohakavy kovi ka likha hca he voh, ,,
"The epic that the £>oet wrote..."
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The following rules are formulated to account for 
the phenomena discussed above:
Tg Adj embedding:
Sb : X I,x m<l[+adj] - 1 1
ft — K'—>
S : i'i ^ - ko - N . - V - ya ~ faux ]e 2 a
X ~ - Kg -i- ho + V + ya + hca - Y,
\/here: IT sr lvr,
1 o
Tg -j Adj embedding:
S, : a - N - md r - Y V{b 1 UadjJ i
S : N_ - ne - Z ~ N„ - V - ya - Taux }e 2 5 J
X - IT- “ X':_ fen + Z + V + ya + hca - YJ- u
Miere: IA a N,1
T_ Adj embedding: 
b. 2
b 1 x " A  - 'A+adjl - Y (
$
: N„ - N,_ - V - ya - Tau:. j
A ilk O
N - Nn + C-en + 7 + ya hoa - Y 1 2  °
Vlhere: a ) N- - N_1 5
b) V - V r MT;> i' L+WP, “lie J
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The above transformations will specify strings of 
the following type:
Tn 175. cot ram ko logi hoi he "Ram is hurt"8 o
Tn . 176. rnohakavy lcavi lea liidia hoa he
o. 1
"The epic is written by the poet"
Tg 177. kit ah ram ki layi hoi he "The hook has been brought by Ram"
Tq g Adj embedding:
S, : X - Nn - ndr , .n - Yo 1 L-:-adjJ
S : h ~ Z - V r . t , . , - ya - Tauxe 2 L-pP, +srativej J
X - rk - Z + Vr . i r ya + boa ~ Y1 L-kt, ksrativoj
Idlere: a) X may be null
b) N s H
5.1.5 Another type of Adjectival derived from verbs in
Hindi is exemplified in the following sentences:
178. mere poros me rchnevala porxvar japan se aya he
"The family living next door to me comes from Japan"
179. nav colanevale lorke ne ocanak dar rakh dio o o
"The boy rowing tho boat suddenly shipped oars"
180. poriksa me prothom anevale chatr ko poroskar milega
"The student who comes first in the examination will 
get a prize"
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The following rules are formulated to derive 
such adjectivals:
T Adj embedding: y
- N - iadr t *“ Y I
1 [ +adjJ i
X - K - & + V (Operator) nc + vala ~ Y 
i/here: a) I\ z I-Q
Q *
%
A’-
S :e N,
[-i'!P]
b) V sr V f+NP, -;-ne ] 
[+Pred]
Tq ^ Adj embedding:
sb : - Hi - md[.»aj] " Y \
i
I;2 ko - Ng - Y (Operator) ~ h joe
A - H - K, + ko + Y (Operator) + ne + vala -
J, o
bhere: 1-L - IA1 o
The above transformations will yield the following
Tq 181, lorka nav oolanevala he "The boy has to row the boat" 
182. ran Syam se bhikhari ko peso dilvanevala he
"Ram is going to make Shyam give some money to the 
beggar"
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185. gvala du&h lanevala he "The dairyman is going to bring
some milk:i
184. radha is natok ki nayika bonnevali he
"Radha is going to be the heroine of this play1’
185. meri bohon jold hi yoha anevali he
"Iiy sister is going to arrive here soon-'
186. bocca sb sonovala he "The child is about to sleep now"
Tg  ^187, goli hiroy. ko logncvali he
"The bullet is about to hit the deer"
188. nokri bhai ko milnevali he
"Brother is going to get a job"'
501.4 At this point the rules for embedding relative
clauses can be formulated, which in turn yield adjective + noun 
phrases.
T rel embedding:
S : X - rel - N_ -b 1
S : Rn - Adj [+attr]
x - jo Ng + Adj [+attr] + Z + vah - - Y
1 . h er e : If
The above transformation generates the following:
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Sb
NP . VP
"T.......... «..~.. J-----------1
rel N VP' Asp Taux
\ )
roha heJ2 S vahe ---
i
larka NP
\
V 1
t
giii.iim
i
i
, 1. W ,
N
1
V
!
NP
1
VP oga
N
| , n ■
Pred V Asp Taux
Adj
logka chota he
That Is:
S^: rel - la^ka gojiji ora raha he
’’The - rel - boy is flying the kite”
S : 1 erica chota he "The boy is small"©
jo l©£ka cho^a he veh le^ka go^ <Ji oga reha he 
"The boy who is small is flying a kite".
How a deletion transformation deletes the repeated N of the 
derived string:
T10.1 x - jo + n2 + Adj[+attrj + Z + vsh - - y
X - jo + Adj[+attr] + Z + V8h - Nx - Y 1
1 ' ' "*
Sentences such as jo logka voha betha hoa he, voh kovitae likh
roha he (The boy, who is sitting there, is writing poems} are not 
considered here, as they are not relevant for the discussion of 
Adjectivalizations. The same is true of sentences like jis kovi 
ne mohakavy likha, osne opsnyas lilchne ki bhi cesta ki (The poet, 
who wrote an epic, also attempted to write a novel).
Another deletion transformation reduces the rel 
to Adj, yielding Adj iloun phrase:
T10.2 X - j° + Adj[«ttr] + Z + V3h " V  ~ Y
X - Adtrattr] ~ N " Y
The following example illustrates hoy; these 
transformations are applied to generate the underlined string in:
189 o vaha betha hoa 1 arlca kavitae likh raha he
"The hoy sitting there is writing poems"
larka vaha betha heo o
"'V,,
larka vaha betha he a lie. .  ^~ Adjectivalisation
jo larka vaha betha hoa he vah larka .A  t - rel embedding
jo vaha betha hoa he vah larka, dr--------------  Tin
J-U • JL
vaha betha hoa larka 4--—-------------------------—  T 10.2
3.2 Adverbializations:
The following adverbial phrases derived from verb 
are common in Hindi:
190. andlia bhikhari gate: hca bhikh mag raha tha
"the blind beggar was singing while he begged"
191. darbari ne sir jhekaye hoe raja ko pranam kxya
"The courtier greeted the king with bowed head"
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192. cor'pohredar ko joga dekh kor khrssk gsya
"The thief slipped away when he saw the guard awake" 
195. khoya hoa hotoa lotane por osne lorke ko mam daya
"She rewarded the hoy when he returned her the purse 
that she had lost'5
The participial phraes will be considered first, 
and then the forms such as those in sentences 192 and 195 will 
be discussed.
5.2.1 Imperfect participial phrases occur in sentences
such as the following:
194. mosdurme chat kutti hoi gana ga rohi thi
"The women labourers were singing as they levelled 
the roof"
195. ber gorojta hoa bikar por tut pora
"The lion pounced upon his prey roaring"
196. bocca rote rote so gaya "The child fell asleep crying"
197. colte colte oske pavo me chale per gsye
"Ilis feet were blistered because of walking"
198. bam .^holte dholte voh ghsr nohoc gsya
"He reached home before night fell"
199. daktor ke pohccte pohSct^ - rogi ki hnlot bigor gowiO u J- ■■ w o
"The condition of the patient worsened before the 
doctor could reach him"
200. ondor ate hi osne botti jolai
"He lit a lamp as soon as he came in"
201. brksok ko dokhtc hi chatro no coppi sadh li
"As soon as they saw the teacher the students 
became cuict"
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The participial phrases in sentences 194- and 195 
are in agreement in number and gender with the preceding noun.
In the nominative-ergative type sentences the participial phrases ,
vy
occur only in their indeclinable form:
202 „ mazdurmo ne chat kutte hoe gana gaya
"The v/omen labourers sang v/hile they levelled the roof'
In all other types of sentence the participial 
phrases occur either in their declinable form, when they are in 
agreement with their subject noun, or in their indeclinable form. 
Incidentally, die possibility of the declinable form gives rise 
to various kinds of ambiguity, as, in its declinable form, the 
adverbial is identical to the adjectival, e.g.:
205. tren calti hoi acanak rck goyi
'The train which was moving stopped suddenly1'
2
or ‘'The train stopped suddenly while moving"
The following, however, have only one reading: the second,
204*. gari calte hoe acanak rck gayi
"The vehicle stopped suddenly while moving"
205. osne calte hoe yah bat kahi thi
"He said this while leaving'
206. osne haste hoc yah bat kahi thi
"He said this laughing"
2
That is: colti hoi tren - acanak - role gayi
tren - calti hoi - acanak - rck gayi
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Similarly:
207. voh lchana polcati hoi lorki se bate korti rohi 
has the following readings:
a. "She kept tallring to the girl while cooking”
b. 1 She who was cooking kept talking to the girl”
Parallel to sentences on pp. 80 - 1, there are 
sentences such as the follovring:
208. job mozdurrne chat kut rahi thi, tab ve gana ga rahi thi
"The women labourers were singing while they levelled
the roof1’
209. job tak Sam dholi, tab tok voh ghar pohoc goya
"Ho arrived home before nightfall"
210. jyo hi voh andar aya, tyo hi osne botti jolai
"As soon as he came in he lit a lamp"
211. job voh col raha tha, tab osne yah koha tha
"ho had said this while he was leaving”
The above sentences arc paraphrases of sentences 
194, 198, 200 and 205, Note that the hi in 200 is not the
emphatic particle hi, as there is no non-cmphatic:
k andar ate osne botti jolai
Similarly, the bhi in the following is not an 
emphatic particle:
212, mere pdkarne par bhi voh nohi aya
"He did not come although I called him"
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as the followin'; is not an unemphatic form of 212 but a different 
sentence entirely:
215. mere pokarne par vah noha aya
4. /because) „  , „'lie did not come 4 , >1 called him[when }
Compare the following:
h mere pokarn^ par bhi voh aya
214. mere pekarne por voh aya
:iHe came .1 keCt~Uov- 1 p called him5,
} when
*
The characteristics of 212 and 215 arc reflected in:
t b 0 ^215. yodyopi me ne ose pefcara, bhi voh nohi aya
"Although I called him he did not come"
on r fcuki) „ (isliye) . ,215, < . _ > me ne ose pokara, {  ^ J von nehx aya
j tiO ^
Sii because { .. > (therefore) { . ... ,; , } l called him, O,, v 5  he did not come]whcn J nthen) \
Compare also:
' S0 f217, oske cole jane .l /sob dckhi hoc
( por ]
T f ^
iit'i i i j be cause /"Everyone became unhappy \r7]1^ -1 { 110 l^f "C
V1 J
! fillo * IisTt vo ®
218, cola goya, ')^ q ~ } ctokki hoc
\ j f
, (Because* , , . i n} he lcit everyone became umiappy 
’When )
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(so  ^ ^But 210. oske cole jane \ V sol ddchi ho go(p or)
Jif \"Everyone will he sorry ) he leaves"
pvhen }
f '1I 0 i220. j V£,k cola jaega, to sob dokhi lioge
I^v/h^ nl ^oaves> (then) everyone will be sorry"
Thus, cukx...xslxye is restricted to the non-future 
tenses, and ogor. . .to to the future tenses, but job. . - t_o is not 
restricted in this v/ay.
As the selection restrictions between the subordinate 
clauses and the main clauses in the above sentences (i.e. the class 
of verb which occurs in the subordinate and main clauses, the Aspect 
and Tense restrictions, etc.) are mirrored in the sentences with the 
adverbial phrases, it is profitable to derive the, adverbial phrases 
from the subordinate clauses discussed above.
The adverbial phrases are therefore derived in the following manner.*
The- following rules are added to the base component:
f to '
f yodyopx + 8, e J bhi "Although"
o o t 'fcukx + 8, + 1 sloe/eln,8,l manner ->-*■ w 9 - > "Because*1
\{ ofror + S, to J
\ . . . . .
\
(note that: S must contain f°^a4in the env. ogor -- to
I/a /
r ta
S must contain -i ya ^(Taux) in the env. cukx lsliye.)
I rohaj
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2,8.2 tm
( jyo hi S, tyo hi ,!As soon as”
j  job -!- S, tab "Vliile'1
\ jab tok + S, + tab tok "Before"
jab -'r 8, + to '''./hen1'
* o t o
(Note that: S must conta.in raha + Taux in tin env, jab tab)
The in the above rules represents intonational 
features, and the represents choices which have not been
mentioned here.
T Time adverbial: "As soon as"
1 - jyo hi + I; + \7 + V + Asp + faux, + tyo hi - Y ->->-»
X - N + C-en + V + te + hi - Y
Where: Asp + Taux must be identical in both the base
and the embedded sentence.
T> 9 Time adverbial: li/hile"
X - “(PP)- jab + N,; -i- XJ + V v raha + Taux, + tab - Y
± pp i < ^  ^
X - N - 1 > J - N + C-en + XI V + f . ■ - Y
1 j p : 2 jfta hoa);
j[to hoejj
 ^nc
Note that; PP - f se
f ko
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V,'liere: a) IL «■ i;
1 2
o) Taux is identical in both the base 
and the embedded sentence <.
T_ „ Time adverbial: ‘’Before1* lo
X - job tok + IT + V,r -i- V + Asp + Taux, + tab tok - Y -»->->
X - K Gen + \> + V (tc h“  , \ - Y
\xo + V -r te j
Where: a) Asp and Taux are identical in both
the base and the embedded sentence,
b) V * A-:-temp, +tine] o.g.: rgtaia,
hona (to last, happen), etc.
These rules generate strings such as the following.
X - ram ke + ate + hi - Y
T X - ram + ne - ram + ke 4- colte + lice - Y 12
m * i fdholte hoc s.1’ x ~ sam + ke -i- !. _ . n - Y15 } dholte dholte[
V ° ° /
IT -i- den has to be deleted from the string generated
by T n and the elements G-on and hoo from the string generated by
T., „ to derive : lo
X - ram - ne - colte -i- hco
X - Sam dholte - Y
or: X - sam + dholte dholte - Y
All these deletions are effected by rules 24, 25
(of. p. 95 )
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5,2,2 The following sentences exemplify the adverbial
use of perfective participial phrases:
221, am pore-pore sor goye
“The mangoes got rotten just lying there1
222. voh glut no por noli txkaye bet hi rolii
“She kept sitting there with her chin resting on her knees1' 
225, voh pore-pore soeta roha
'lie kept thinking while lying there"
224. kotta moh me roti ka uOkra dobaye ja roha tha
“The dog was walking with a piece of bread in his mouth"
225. koch d m  bite raja, phir bon ko goye
"The King vent to the forest again after a few days
had elapsed"’
226. Qsko dilli goye do sal ho goye
“Two years have elapsed since he went to Delhi"
227. Qsko nohayo do d m  ho goye
“Two days have elapsed since he had a bath"
The participial phrases in sentences 225 ~ 7 have 
a clear reference to time. The others are manner adverbials.
All these could be derived by the following transformations:
„ manner adverbial:
14
SL : 1 -  th -  indr i -- V* / , . i v  \b j. [-hmannerj L+pro cess/ action J - Y \
^  i — >->->
* N V/ - V - •
e 2 " ! -I'Fig vsta '.:ivc ] - ya - Taux
X ~ - \! + V"\ + ye + V2.+ ye - Y1 - Y
Where: .a) i-n - IL
JL £
b) W does not contain neg.
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Tn _ 1la nne r a d ve rb i a 1: 15
'16
Qo, ; X - N - mdr - Y "}b 1 [-manner J (
ue K 2 ft - Vj-+ N p  ^ + a t a t i v e ] - ya  - T a u x  ^
— > x - r?i - W + V +stativo] + ye + hoe - Y
where: a)
b) Idoes not contain nog.
Tn n Time adverbial: "Ago,f
^b: X " N " md[+time] Y )
1t
Se : N [.'-tempJ " V l+time] " Y& " J
> X “ N -  W r L + V r + ye -  Y
L-:-wmpJ L+timoJ
T-^ Time adverbial: "Since"
V  X “ N [+temp] " md[tinc] " Y [
S: N - W - V - y a -  Taux
e
X - ^[^tomp] ~ ^ + Xo + ^ + yc - Y
where: V does not contain neg.
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The following types of time adverbial phrase are gene­
rated by the above transformations:
T ^  228. voh do d m  hoe yoha aya tha.
"He came here two days ago."
229. do d m  cslco yoha aye hoe.
"Two days have elapsed since he came here."
T : deletion of hoe-
18 ---
IV r , , i + te hoe - N ■
I L-j-timeJ i
X - I - Y
) ^  [ -i-HP, +stative] + r^“ v hoej
< V , + to - K .
■; -i-timel
I->->-> X — * ; — Y
j r !
[*!-NP> +stativej *
The adverbial phrases generated by Tnn and T
1^ 15
undergo the above transformation optionally, and the resulting 
strings will be as follows:
T _ voh hath mo kitah live hoe a roha tha.15 J
T g voh hath me kitab liye a roha tha.
"Ke was coming with a book in his hand."
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3,2,5 Another type of adverbial phrase is exemplified by the
following sontcnees:
232, VO1 khana kha kor natsk dckhne goye,
"They went to see the play after having a meal,'1
233. ago- ja ker oniiO ek gav dilchai diya.
"Having gone further they happened to see a village."
254-. bhai ko dekh kor cslca men Sant hca.
"Having seen his brother In. fv.lt relieved."
255. Ser pokor kor pijrc mo dal diya goya,
"Having boon caught the lion was put in a cage,"
-^1G to -i- hce adverbial phrases in general refer to 
the simultaneity of events, the kor phrases in general specify the 
succession of events. All the above examples, however, differ in 
the type of relationship bo twoon the kor phrase and the finite 
verb phrase. In 232, the subject of Doth the V + kor and the 
finite verb phrase are the same:
252 a. enhone khana khaya. "They ate a meal,"
232 b, ve natok cekhne goye. "They went to see the1 play." 
But, in sentence 233, the subject of the kor phrase is identical 
with tho H of the Horn element of the matrix sentence, e.g.:
255 a. ve age goye. "They went ahead."
235 b. enhe ck gav dikhai diya,
"A village became visible to them,"
In 254 the subject of the constituent sentence 
and the N of the possessive form modifying the subject N of
the matrix sentence are identical:
234a, osne bhai ko dekha "He saw his brotherM
254b. oska man Sant hoa "His mind was relieved'1
In sentence 255 the underlying strings are passive
255a. ber pekra gsya "The lion was caught"
255b„ ber pij^e me dal diva geya
"The lion was put in a cage"
All the above phenomena are accounted for by the 
follov/ing T rules:
T., Q Time adverbial: "Subsequent action"
X *J
S, : x - K (pp) - ad<• , . -i - U - V_ - Yb 1 [-i-timej 1
Se: N2 - W “ V2 " Z
X - N - 17 + V + kor - u - V - Y
X X
Whore: a) 1^  - K
b) V1 t' V Ooopula]
T Time- adverbial: "Subsequent action (Passive)1'
_L \J 9 JL
V  X - md[+timc] “ M1 (comp) " + ya + ja - Y
s : v/ - I\ (comp) » V_ + ya + ja -■ YO £j Zj
X (comp) - Vg h- kor - (comp) - V ^ + y a + j a - Y
Where: i- ~
3*2.4 The following sentences contain yot other types
of adverbial phrase derived from verb phrases *
236. osne oxbar lane ke liye peso mage
"He asked for money in order to got a newspaper"
237. yoh kolom sirf torn ha re likhne ke liye he
"This pen is only for you to write with"
238. osne mojhe pine ko pani diya
"Ne gave me water to drink"
239. oske cole jane por sob so goye
"Everyone went to sleep when he was gone"
240. oske rone por sobko dokh hoa
"Everyone was sorry when he cried"
241. oske rone se sobko dokh hoa
"Everyone was sorry because he cried"
242. oske cole jane se sob xob the
"Everyone -was happy because he was gone"
243. oske rone por bhi kisi ko dokh no hoa
"No-one was sorry although he cried"
Except for the examples in sentences 239 and 240, 
where the adverbial phrases have a clear time reference, all are
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manner adverbials■ In examples 256 - 8, the adverbial phrases 
consist of a noun derived by (of, p. 68) from an underlying
verb phrase and a postposition ko or a compound postposition
ke liye:
(256) oxbar lane + ke liye
(257) sirf tcmhare likhne + ke liye
(258) pine + ko
The other examples have already been discussed
(of. pp. 82 - 4), Phrases such as 256 - 8 above are derived by
the following rule:
Ton Purpose adverbial:
S, : r  -  Ik  -  mdr , -  U -  V -  Yb 1 L+manner, +purposej
S : V ~ Ik ~ Ze 2
X - R, - N_ + I ^  liye I - U - V - Y1 2 [ ico j
V/here: a) Ik - N -5- G-en + Z + V (Operator) + na
Ci
(derived by T^ j 
^   ^  ^[+temp, +time]
Kow a deletion transformation has obligatorily to 
delete the N + G-en of the constituent string from the result of T
c U
to prevent the generation of strings such as the following:
x ram ne mohon ke oxbar lane ke liye pese mage 
h sita ne sita ke jane por khana khaya 
5£ mohon ke cole jane se mohon ko dokh hoa
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This is done by the deletion transformation T ^  (cf0 p. 95).
Now the adverbial phrases exemplified by sentences 
259 - 245 are derived by the following rules:
manner adverbial: “Although1
X - yodyopi + K + \f + V (Operator) - Asp + T a u x , r ^  bhij
X - IT + fen + W + V + na + por + bhi - Y
Where: _ Asp -j- Taux are identical in both
the base and the embedded sentence, and either
S, or S contains the constituent neg. b e
T90 Manner adverbial: "Because'1'
X - -i- ko -
cuki
oger + K + vV + V (Operator) - Asp + Taux,
isliye 
to
X - I'M + ko - N + ke + W + V (Operator) + na + se - Y
J_ £x
Wliere: Asp + Taux are identical in both
the base and the embedded sentence.
T „ Time adverbial: “V/hen"
25
X - job -j* N + + Y (Operator) - Asp + Taux, -i- to - Y
->.*-> x - N + Gen 1/ + V (Operator) - na + por - Y
Condition as in Tgg
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Now the deletion transformation which deletes
N + G-en or G-en is formulated as follows:
2^4- deletion of N + G-en:
ta + hoa 
te + hoe 
te + hi 
te + V -j- te 
(Operator) - na + (
par
se : 
ko
ke liye
- Y
X - N - W + V +
ta + hoa 
te -!- hoe 
te -i- hi 
te + V + te 
(Operator) - 11a + (
Where: N-^ .= N^
par
se
ko
ke liye
- Y
T-- Deletion of G-en: 25
X - N_ - H + Gen + V 1 2
te + hi 
te + Y + te
X - h  - K V
te + hi 
te + V + te
Y
- Y
.There: N Nr2 *‘[+temp]
e*G* &in» rat, Sam (day, night, evening), etc.
The application of is exemplified hy the
following:
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vah - sam + G-en + dhalte hoe - ghar pahoc gaya —  T -+*->
° JLo
vah - Bam -!- G-en + dhalte - ghar pahoc gaya —  T
vah - Bam -i- dhalte -- ghar pahoc gaya 
•'He arrived home before nightfall1'
5.5 A few problems related to the Adjectival!zation
and Adverbial!zation transformations formulated in the preceding 
pages are discussed in this section.
5.5.1 Rule T0 (cf. p. 74) generates adjectival phraseso.i
of the following type:
244. kitab - ram ki parhi hoi - he
"The book is the one read by llam"
245. lcapre - dhobi ke dhoye hoe ~ he
"The clothes are the ones washed by the dhobi"
which, after they have undergone the rel embedding and reduction 
rules (cf. T - T pp. 77 - 9), yield Adj + II phrases of the
-Lw _LU o /'j
following form:
246. ram ki parhi hoi kitab "The book read by Ham"
247. dhobi ke dhoye hoe kapre "The clothes washed by the dhobi"
It has already been said that phrases such as 
the following, from the perfect participial form of the transitive
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verb, are impossible (cf. p. 75):
a, h kitab pgrha hca ram
b. h kapre dhoya hoa dhobi
although the following imperfect participial phrases are possible:
248, lcitab porhta hoa lorka "The boy reading the book"
249, kapre dhota hoa dhobi "The dhobi washing clothes"
A sub-class of transitive verbs, however, permits 
perfect participial phrases of the following type:
250, nokar ne lcam sikha "The servant learnt the work"
251, admi ne pajama pahna "The man wore pajamas"
252, kam sikha hca nokor "The servant who has learnt the work"
2550 pajama pahna hoa admi "The man wearing pajamas"
This sub-class consists of verbs such as:
komana, j anna, pana, somajhna, orhna, pina "____ ^
(to earn, know, obtain, understand, cover oneself with, drink) etc*
It is significant that this sub-class is precisely 
the class of transitive verbs which does not operate in CVS of V +dena 
type. It is also interesting to note that the CV with dena has the 
semantic feature corresponding to the parasmaipada use of Sanskrit 
verbs (cf. Guru: p. 598), whereas the CV with lena has the opposite
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semantic feature corresponding to the atmanepada of Sanskrit verbs. 
It is claimed that all Hindi verbs have the semantic features 
•atmane or parasmai or both, and only the sub-class of transitive 
verbs that is marked with the feature atmane is absent from the 
V + dena CV, and undergoes the transformation that yields the adjec­
tival phrases exemplified by sentences 252 and 255. All verbs in 
the lexicon, therefore, have the features (atmane) or (parasmai) 
assigned to them.
A further reservation is necessary before the for­
mulation of the rule to generate the adjectival phrases under dis­
cussion. Verbs of action, though possessing the semantic marker 
(atmane) do not yield adjectival phrases of the above-mentioned 
type, e.g., the following are not possible;
x dlion luta hoa dakuQ O
3£ loddu china hoa lsrka
from underlying sentences such as:
254. daku no dlisn lut liya.
"The robber robbed the precious possessions."
255. lorlce ne bohon ka loddu chin liya,o p o t /
"The boy snatched swex-ts away from his sister."
It is necessary to assign a semantic marker that
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would specify that a verb of action, process etc. also has the read­
ing of a stative verb in the perfective, before this reservation can 
be explained. In the context of discussing the perfect participial 
adjectival phrase, it has already been pointed out that certain 
intransitive verbs such as dor na, jhulna (to run, swing), etc, do 
not undergo the transformation which generates such phrases.
These verbs are assigned a feature [-stative] to exclude them from 
Ty (cf. p. 72), The transitive verbs that possess the [+Stmanc] 
feature are also assigned the feature [istative] and only verbs 
with [+stative] undergo the following transformational rule. It 
is interesting to note that khana and socna (to eat, think) have 
the feature [-stative] whereas pina and samojhna (to drink, 
understand) have [4-stative]. Although the markers (atmane) or 
(parasmai) are, in general, relevant only to transitive verbs, and 
the features [+stative] to intransitive verbs, the former set is 
also relevant to a small sub-class of intransitive verbs, just as 
the latter set has been found useful to characterise a sub-class 
of transitive verbs. This sub-class of intransitive verbs consists 
of verbs such as hosna, rona, mcslcerana (to laugh, cry, smile), etc.
which operate in CVs of the V dona type. Mote also that only
transitive verbs with a semantic marker (parasmai) have a
corresponding ca.usative form.
The relevant adjectivalisation rule can now be
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formulated in the follov/ing manner:
(to he applied before T )
U  « X X  O  q -L
S, : X - N - md r . - Y ‘V
i J f
/
V  N2 - (ne) z - w5 - V [-paraSmai, +staUve] “ ya (Taux> )
->■ >-> X ■— Z + + V + ya hca — Y
Ydiere: N = N
1 2
5.5.2 Sentences such as the following pose a problem:
256. yoh rasta mera cola hoa he
"This road is the one that I have walked upon."
257. yoh komra mera roha hoa he
"This room is the one in which I have lived.”
258. oske mehdi roce hath mera sir sohla rohe the
"Pier henna-smeared hands were massaging my head gently."
259. is j9i]g loge oaku se gobhi nohi kotegi
"The cauliflower can not be cut with this rusty knife.”
The phrases:
260. mera cola hoa rasta
261. mera roha hoa komra
262. mehdi roce hath
265. js^g loga caku
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are surely derived from the underlying strings:
264. me raste par cala "I walked on the road,"
265. mg kamre me raha "I lived in the room,"
266. mehdi hath me raci "The henna smeared the hand."
267. joijg caku me laga "The rust formed on the knife."
The first two are not general!zable, i.e., the following, 
though parallel to 264 and 265, do not yield phrases parallel to 
260 and 261:
268. mg pol par cala "I walked on the bridge."
269. mg saray me raha "I lived in the inn."
The other two, i.e., 266 and 267, however, are generalizable, 
For instance:
270. mahavar pavo me laga "mahavar smeared the feet,"
271. mahavar lage pav "The feet smeared with mahavar"
272. kai patthar par jami "The moss formed on the stone,"
275. kai jama patthar "The moss-grown stone"
Intransitive verbs such as lagna, racna, jamna (to 
form, smear, grow) etc. which require a place adverbial, undergo 
some transformation, or, transformations, that yield the phrases 
exemplified by 262 - 65, 271 and 275. It is not quite clear how 
this is achieved in the case of lagna and j amna. racna is different
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because, parallel to 266, there is the following sentence:
274. hath mehdi se race. "The hands were smeared with henna."
The verb poena thus has at least two readings, and it
turns out that the string underlying 262 is not 266, but 274, which
undergoes T0 „, e.g.: o • o
hath mehdi se race the  T ---£
U # u
hath mehdi se race hoe the  T ^  £>
jo hath mehdi se race hoe the. ve hath-T  ^
10.1 7
jo mShdi se race hoe the, ve hath T --
i u
mehdi se race hoo hath
After two more deletion transformations have operated 
upon the last string, deleting first hoe, and then _se, the result 
will be the phrase in 262, The deletion of the element hoa is 
necessary anyway to take care of phrases such as:
275. vaha betha larka "The boy sitting there"' (cf. p.79) 
Notice also that the deletion of hoa applies to all intransitive 
and transitive verbs with the feature [+stative]. The following
T rule, therefore, is formulated:
10S
r. deletion of hoa (to he applied after T__ 0) 10. o --- ^ 10.2J
X - Z + V r ... -1 + ya + hoa - N - Y ->*-*L+stativeJ
X - Z + V + ya - N - Y
T.
'10.4
Y Z - V + ta + hoa - N - Y ->-*-»
X - Z - V + t a - N - Y
The second rule yields phrases such as:
276. tez dorta ghora
277. diiime colti gari
278. sota bocca
279. gati cirrya
"The horse running fast" 
"The vehicle moving slowly" 
"The sleeping child"
"The singing bird"
As phrases such as in 260 and 261 are not generali* 
zable, they have not been discussed any further.
5.5.5 The problem that arises because of the following
sentences also belongs to the discussion of adjectivalization and 
a&verbialization;
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280, sipahi ne cor ko tala torte dekha
"The constable saw the thief breaking the lock,"
281, ms ne lorke ko gate sona "I heard the boy singing,"
282, osne tote ko pijre me mara paya
"He found the parrot dead in its cage,"
285, pahredar ne kedi ko bhagte hoe pakra
"The guard caught the prisoner while escaping,"
The CS rules already generate strings such as the following:
284, malik ne mali ko alsi samjha tha
"The master had considered the gardener lazy,"
285. ms osko apna bhai manta hu 
"I consider him my brother,"
286. raja ne garib bramhan ko divan bana liya 
"The king made the poor brhmin his minister,"
287. grahak ko soda mahga jaca
"The customer found the merchandise expensive."
Certain transitive and intransitive verbs, such as 
the ones in sentences 284 - 7 above, require a nominal complement 
following their patient noun (e.g., 284 ~ 6) or Nom element (e.g., 
287) (cf, CS rule 2,5, p. 47), Verbs like samajhna, manna (to 
consider, accept) etc, then have a feature [+comp] which signals 
the embedding of adjectival (e.g. in sentence 282) or adverbial 
phrase (e.g., 280, 281 and 285), It is to be noted, however, that
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the sub-class of verb of the type in examples 284 - 7 is not co­
extensive with the sub-class in 280 - 5; for instance, bonana, 
manna, logna, jocna,(to make, accept, appear, seem) etc* do not 
take the derived adjectivals or adverbials, and pokoyna (to catch) 
takes only derived adverbials. All these restrictions can be taken 
care of easily, so the following general rule is formulated:
T26 Verbal complement: (to be applied after T )
a : X - Ik - PP - U - Nn - mdr n - Tb 1 2 [_+compj
Se! W “ Ad,i [±attr] “ 2
X - ^  - PP - U - Ng - Adj [ia1;tr] - Y
( Note that PP - ne or ko)
5.4 The negative of the V kor phrases (cf. T , p. 91,
J-*-'
and the discussion preceding it) of the time adverbial has to be dis­
cussed further. generates sentences such as the following:
288. bocca dudh pi kor so goya
"The child went to sleep after drinking some milk."
289, ram kitab le kor cola goya
"Ram went away having taken the book,"
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Had the S contained a neg constituent, the result would not have 
e
been:
h bocca dudli no pikor so goya 
H ram kxtab no le kor cola goya
but,
290, bocca dudii pxye bxna so goya
"The child went to sleep without having drunk any milk,"
291, ram kxtab Ixye bxna cola goya
"Ram went away without having taken the book,"
A morphophonemic rule such as the following assigns 
the correct shape to the neg + V + kor string;
T Morphophonemic rule:
19»&
X - neg + Y -f kor - Y -»-> X - Y + ye + bxna - Y
The rule regarding the pre-verbal position of bxna 
belongs to the general discussion of emphasis, and hence, has not 
been discussed here.
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5.5 The obligatory singulary transformations that the
terminal strings resulting from the rules formulated so far must 
undergo before they can act as input to the phonological compo­
nent are discussed below.
The following rules generate the interrogative, 
negative and imperative sentences. To generate the "yes-no" 
question, a sentence adverbial constituent (SADV) which will be 
generated by the fifcst rule of the base component in a grammar 
of Hindi0 has been taken for granted in the following rule.
T_ "yes - no" question:
K + SADV - HP + VP
( Intonation
HP + VP
kya
To generate the Hindi uWh" questions, the following 
K - attachment and II - incorporation rules will be necessary. The 
first of these has been formulated below, and only the items that 
must be generated by the second have been indicated:
T00 K - attachment: 2o
IC ~ X - L - Y X - E + L - Y
(Hot© that L =: any major lexical category)
JSee Lexicon: p. 162.
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T K - incorporation (morphophonemic rules)
ui %J
K + koi "someone" Icon
K + koch " something" - lcya
K + kabhi "some time" - kab
K + lcohi "some place" ~ kahct
K + kisi torof ~ kidhar
"who"
"what"
"when"
"where"
"whither"
and so on,
Tqq neg attachment:
ta
yaX - neg - W - V (B)
X - W - V (b )
T neg incorporation:
O x .
+ he 
tal
+ he + neg
ya:
X -
jta
|ya
he + neg X -rta
ya + nag
The above rules ensure the correct negative forms 
of sentences such as:
292. vah kam par jata he 
"lie goes to work."
vah kam par nahi jata 
"He does not go to vrork,"
295„ prtaji daftar gaye he pitaji daftar nahi gaye
"Father has gone to the office."
"Father has not gone to the office."
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Now, T Q assigns the constituent neg its characteristic place in 
the string:
neg placement:
X -
W - V - (B) ta 
uya
| neg - Z - V - Y
4
U-
X -
W “ neg - V - (b )
Z - neg - V ~ Y
i. .....
negi
ta . 
ya
The following rule deletes the constituent AT from 
strings which select the constituent Imp:
T^g Imperative
Imp - sdP - V7 - Y + e + ga sdP - W - V
The second person pronoun is deleted after the string has undergone 
the appropriate concord rule*.
5,5-1 Nothing so far has been said about the case of N in
Hindi, The cases were not introduced in the CS rules, as they are 
obligatory features of N depending upon the environment in which 
a particular N occurs.
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There are two oases in Hindi - direct and oblique. All the nouns 
preceding a postposition occur in oblique case, the others in 
direct case. The following rule is formulated to assign the 
oblique case to Ns of the terminal strings:
T Case assignment
04r
X - N + PP - Y w  X - N + obi. case + PP - Y
/ ne 
j se 
ko
, . -j-vT-) p©rwhere: PP r ^
*. ka
\ G-en
\ Ice liyei
1 . * » »
A morphophonemic rule converts the G-en into ka, but this has not 
been formulated here.
The above rule results in the following:
HP
/
N
lorka
VP
_   ______
VP1 AT
._____!____n ' —  T
HP Vf ya 1
i r L_„,
N V ne
seb kha
Igrka
obi,case
lsrke
f-—
NP
i
V'
i
j
ya
N
i
V
i
seb
j
kha
S
_ _ _ _ _
VP
_ _ _ _ _ _ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
VP' AT
r~’—
NP
i
J_„_n.
V*
!
)
ya
f
N
i
V
I1
seb
l
kha
T  ->-> >
54
That is,
l©£ke ne seb khaya "The boy ate an apple,"
The patient noun of a transitive verb is followed, by 
the postposition ko if it possesses the feature [^animate] or 
[+definite] or both. But, if it is preceded by a recipient noun, 
then the position is different:
294. ma ne nolcor ko koch kgpre diyc
"Mother gave some clothes to the servant."
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Alto,
But:
295. ma ne noksr ko meri ksmiz di.
"Mother gave my shirt to the servant,"
296. raa ne bacce ko otha liya*
"Mother picked the child up."
andj
297. ma ne bacca dai ko thama diya.
"Mother g-ave the child to the maid,"
All these restrictions are taken care of by the following rules:
T_r Assignment of ko 
oo —
N
ProN
Where:
N
ProN
+ ko - V - Y
RroNj
occurs in the env, (mdR) (comp) V
T55.1
X - N + ko - N r . , ~ . . n - V - Y ■***L +animat r.+def init e J
[+animat e +definite] 
Where:
N + ko is dominated by mdR.
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Reflexive pronoun:
56
X - W - W »  N - Y
X Ci
Where: a. N.1 2
b. N,2 W in the env
  ko + N (corap) V
(N + ko) --  (comp) V 
^[+NP, ±ne ]
The above rule prevents the generation of strings
such as the following:
x me mojhlco alsi somojhta hu 
x ram ne ram ko vyast rokha
and generates strings such as the following:
298. me spue ko alsi somojhta hu 
"I consider myself lazy*"
299. ram ne apne ko vysst rakha
"Ram kept himself busy."
The following morphophonemic rule takes care of the
alternations of the following type:
300. ram
mojhko
mojhe
ek kitab di
" Ram gave me a book. !f
501. osne
"Why did he send you?'"
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1^7 Optional morphophonemic rule:
X - ProN + ko - Y ->-*-> X - ProN + e - Y
Following the above, a series of morphophonemic rules will be 
necessary to specify the forms of pronoun + obi* case + e, No attempt 
is made here to formutLate the rules, only the forms are listed below:
ProlM
me
horn
tu
"I"
"We"
"You1
ProN + obi, case
fme i f  ne
i me- i f  kai
I mojh- otherwise 
horn
f tu if — - ne
te- i f  ka
; tojh- otherwise
tom "You
yoh 
ye
voh
j"He/She" 
*"This"
J"They"
I"These"
ve
f "He/She " 
("That" 
j"They"
{"Those"
tom
is
m
os
on.
ProN + obi. case + PP
(me- + ka /
(mojh- -f e
mera
mojhe
"my"
* ham + ka homara "our"
{.horn + e home
jte- + ka 
’] tojh- + e
tera " 
tojhe
your"
"tom 4- ka 
•tom 4- e
tomhara
tomhe
"your
is 4- e lse
J an 4- ne unbone
; in 4- e m h e
os 4- e ose
^on 4- ne onhone
'on 4- e onhe
5,5*2 The concord rules that specify the agreement bet
ween Noun and Adjective and Noun and Verb will have to be of a
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tentative nature till the relevant sections of the grammar - 
the conjunction rules, among other things - are worked out. Even 
then the following will not become redundant though they will have 
to be reformulated to include the rules about the strings generated 
by the coordinative and alternative conjunction^- i.e,, the "and" 
and "or" conjunction - rules,
T Concord - Nominative-Ergative, and Passive - transitive
X - N.'1
ne
se j
- W - N
r—
X - N.1
j V(0pr, ) ya 
V(Opr.)(M)
Where: Ng ^ ProN
The rule is to be interpreted as follows:
N2[+fem,. -plu]
If N2[-femt +plu] , then
V (Opr,)(m )AT
V (Opr.)(M)AT
V (Opr.)(m )AT
Ofem* -plu] 
[-fern,, +plu] 
[-fern* -plu] 
+plu]
The same applies to all the following concord rules.
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T 8^ ^ Concord - Definite/Animate object, Passive - intransitive
Ni "
ne N_ + ko
- W - 2 - V - (Opr.) (ii) AT ->HW
se ... 0 - '
Ni ■
ne
t =3 i
se
Ng + ko !
, - T ( o lr.) W A V e > ; _ pluJ
Where Nr N in the env. (comp) V
T Concord » Subject and Verb
58 • 2
X - N - W - V ((SE)Opr.) (M) AT
V,—  ' ‘ I'l’tPl '
** Aj[±fem, ±plu, + j SdPj ]
1 ThP|
|[±fem, +Honorific]
- W - V -
AT[±£em, ±plu, ± 
[drfem, 4 plu ]
PtP
SdP
ThP\
T ™  5 Concord - N and Adj
00 * O
X - N - Adj [±attr] - Y
^ * [if1©21/ ±plu] 
[ [±fem, +Hon]
| fifem,- ±plu] ! 
j[±fem, +plu]j
- Y
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Concord - N and Adv
38.4
X - N - V + ta (+hcaa)r adv-j - Y
X " T t ’+fem, +plu]i - v + ta (+h°a)
j [^fenij -kHon] j
[dfenij iplu] Y 
[dtfem, +plu]j
The case assignment rule is reformulated to assign 
case to the Adj also if the Adj + N is followed by PP:
T54
X - Adj - N + PP - Y ->“>-»
X - Adj + obi. case - N + obi. case + PP - Y
Nov/ the second person pronoun is deleted from the 
string generated by to generate the subject-less imperative
sentences:
Deletion of SdP:
« J  \)
SdP - V/ - V f - w  W - V r[+SdP] ^  " ~ V[,SdP]
T59.1 I iorphophonemic rule:
v [+sdP] V + 0
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The following word-boundary transformation assigns 
correct "boundaries to the items. As the concordial features are 
not relevant for this rule they have not been marked in the 
following formulation:
T40 Word-boundary:
X
V; ((SE)Operator) (n); 
0 ;
jAsp + Taux j 
’ e + ga |
(Adj + obi. case) N + obi, case + PP 
i tat
V + I ya ; te
I ye
Y!
V j i ((SE) | Operator) (||Ivl)
I 0
Asp Taux j | 
ga ( I
(Adj + obi. case | ) N + obi. case | PP | | Y |
V +
L-
ta | 
ya ‘ 
te 
ye
{hoa j
i i
I hoe ,
302, larlca - dor - ta - hoa - bazar - ja - raha - thao o v
| larka | dorta ||hoa | bazar | ja ||raha | tha |
"The boy was going to the market running"
303, me - abhi - bazar + se - namak ~ la - ye - de - ta - hu
| me | abhi | bazar | se | namak | laye | deta | hu |
''I shall go and get some salt from the market presently’
304, vah - roz - sobah - tahalna obi. case + ke + liye - ja -
karta -
||vah | roz | sob ah | tahalne | ke | liye | jaya | karta ||he |
"He goes for a walk every morning"
ya - 
■ he
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5.6 The rules as formulated in the preceding pages do
not generate sequences of CVs such as de dxya karta he (V + Opr. 
t ya + Opr.). No mention has been made of verbal compounds 
such as khana - pina, puchna - tachna, (to eat and drink, enquire),
etc. Transitive verbs which take a “that" clause as their patient 
noun have not been separated from the other transitive verbs.
All these can be taken care of quite simply. To generate the 
CV sequence the OS rules can be rewritten to expand V into
specify the selection restrictions between Operator and ya + kor. 
Verbal compounds will not make any difference to the syntactic 
rules already formulated, although compounding might affect the 
syntactic features of particular verbal items. To classify the 
transitive verbs to account for those that take a "that" clause 
the rule expanding NP can be rewritten to provide for the choice
of ki + S in the env. (mcUl) -- V, The appropriate verbs will
then take a feature [+ki +S]. Note that there are no restrictions
on the S following the ki, and hence there is no need for any rules 
to operate upon strings with ki + S constituents. The lexicon 
following this chapter marks the appropriate verbs with the feature 
[+1c:l +S] .
Many of the rules are obviously tentative in nature, 
and will be modified as more areas of Hindi grammar are worked out
V ((SE)Operator) and then statements can be made to
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in detail. The element J (cf. p« 19, fn.) has not heen developed 
as the relative - correlative elements have been introduced at 
appropriate places (cf, ^ j p. 77; CS rules 2.8,1, 2, pp. 84 - 5) 
without any attempt to generalise about the occurrence of J in 
other places at this stage. Similarly, the reflexive pronominal 
element has been introduced in only one rule: no attempt has
been made to generalize its occurrence elsewhere.
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APPENDIX
LEXICON
The following is a list of verbs with syntactic, 
selectional and semantic features assigned to the items. The 
syntactic and selectional features are symbolized as [+x], the 
semantic markers are in ( ), the distinguishes in / /, and
the English translations are in quotation marks, e.g.:
ayna [+V]; [-NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [±Human,
+Opr. ja_? beth, rah]; (stative) (atmane); /to 
stand stubbornly still, as applied to animals; 
to be stubbornly insistent, as applied to humans/; 
"to refuse to budge".
where [+V] specifies that the item belongs to the syntactic 
category of verb; the second entry specifies the syntactic 
features; the third assigns selectional features in terms of 
the subject noun, and the Operator - the operators themselves 
have been entered to make the entry more- explicit -; the entry 
in / / points out the different 'senses' of the item; and the
final entry gives the English translation. [+V] has been taken 
for granted in the following entries. Tho selectional features 
of the second and subsequent nouns if the item is a transitive 
verb, follow the selectional features of the first noun. Only
those features that have already been discussed in the preceding 
chapters have been marked. The marker (instancy) implies 
co-occurrence of the item with the Operator &al»
alma [+NP, +Passivc, +NP +se, +Opr0]; [+Human];
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); /to draw or paint a picture/;
"to draw or paint".
ana [-NP, ^ Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [^Animate,
+Opr. _ja, nrkal, pohSc, dhamok]; (stative)
(atmane); "to come",
[-NP, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 
+Opr. ja]; (stative); /to arrive, as ajDplied 
to post, parcels, etc./; "to arrive".
[+Nom, +0pr.]; [+Human/Animate]; [+Abstract,
expression of pleasure, pain, etc., +Opr. ja]; 
(stative); /to be felt, as applied to anger, 
laughter, etc,/; "to be felt".
[+0pr„, -NP]; /specifies direction of preceding 
verb towards the speaker-hearer/.
ckhorna [-NP, +0pr*]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pro a, ja]
(stative); /to be uprooted, as applied to plants 
poles, etc./; "to be uprooted".
[-NP, +0pr.]; [i'Animate, +0pr, ja.]; (event);
/to be torn up by the roots, as applied to an 
enemy, rival, etc./; "to be torn up by the roots
ckharna [+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; [^Animate, 
-Abstract]; [-Abstract]; (parasmai) (atmane) 
(instancy); /to uproot plants, poles, etc./; 
"to uproot".
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Abstract]; (parasmai); /to tear up by the 
roots, as applied to an enemy, rival, etc./; 
"to tear up by the roots".
ckhervana [+mdi.'i, +Human]; Otherwise as ckharna; "to 
cause to be uprooted".
Qgna
ochglna
othna
[-NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-Animate, 
-Abstract, +Luminary, +0pr. a,, ja]; (stative) 
(atmane); /to rise, as applied to sun, moon and 
stars/; "to rise".
[-NP, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr. _a, ja] 
(stative); /to grow, as applied to grass, plants 
etc./; "to grow",
[-NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr,]; [+Animate,
+°Pr» per]; (atmane) (event); "to jump".
[-NP, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-{-Animate,
+Opr. _a, ja,, beth]; (event); "to raise oneself
[-NP, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 
-fOpr. ja]; (stative); /to be picked up/; "to 
be raised up".
[+Opr., -NP]; /suddenness, impudence, intensity/ 
"Intensive".
othana
othvana
^  —  -...
orna. _ rt.-
oranaa,__
Qtorna
[+NP, +Passive, +NP -i-se, +Opr.]; [tHuman]; 
[±Animate]; (stative) (atmane) (parasmai);
/to raise something or someone/; "to raise, 
lift up",
[+mdl.i, -t-Huinan]; Otherwise as othana; “to 
cause to he raised up".
[-NP, ^Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-{-Animate, 
+Avian, +Qpr. a,, ja, cel]; (atmane) (event); 
/motion on wings/; "to fly".
[-NP, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 
+Avian, +0pr. ja]; (event); /to be in the air, 
as applied to aeroplanes, kites, balloons, etc./ 
"to be airborne",
[+NP, +Pa ssive, +NP+se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[iAnimate, -Abstract, +Avian]; (atmane) 
(parasmai); "to fly".
[+NP, APassive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai) (instancy); 
/to squander, as applied to riches/; "to 
squander",
[-NP, APassive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-i-Human,
+0pr. a, ja, por]; (stative); "to climb 
down, be taken down".
[-NP, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +Opr. ja]; 
(stative); /to fall, as applied to the level 
of water, someone's face, etc,/; "to fall".
Gtarna
otsrvana
obglna
obalna
Qmgrna
orhna
- - - - --
orhana/orhana
ophvana
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; [+Human]; 
[±Animate, -Abstract, +Opr, bsth]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to take someone, 
something down",
[+mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as Gtarna; "to 
cause to be taken down",
[-NP, +Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr. ja]; 
(stative); "to be boiled",
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); /to boil water, milk, grain, etc./? 
"to boil",
[-NP, +0pr*]; [-Animate, ^Abstract, +Opr, a,, 
por, oal]; (stative); /to overflow, as applied 
to rivers, tears, feelings, etc,/; "to overflow
[+NP, ^Passive, +NP +s©, +Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (stative) (atmane);
"to cover oneself with",
[+mdR, +NP, APassive, +WP +se, +0pr.]; [4-Human] 
[+Human]; [-Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai) 
(instancy); "to cover",
[-i-mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as orhana; "to cause 
to be covered with".
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katna
katnar i i  . • -
kQtvana
kamana
karna
kahna
kapna
[~NP, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [±Human, -Abstract,
4-Opr. _ja]; Mto be cut".
[4-NP, 4-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [±Animate, 
-Abstract]; [^Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to cut".
[4-mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as katna; "to cause 
to be cut".
[4-NP, -i-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr,]; [4-Human]; 
[-Animate, ^Abstract]; (atmane); /to earn 
money, fame, etc,/; "to earn".
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [^Animate,
±Abstract]; [4-Abstract, 4-0pr. bsth]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to do".
[4-Opr., +NP 4-ya]; Otherwise as preceding; 
/habitual, regular action/.
[4-NP, 4-lci 4*S, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-concomitive,
4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; [4-Abstract]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to say, tell".
[4-NP, 4-concomitive, 4*ye, 4-Opr,]; (parasmai);
"to warn, give an ultimatum".
[-NP, 4-Source, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human, 4-Opr. ja., oth];
(event); "to tremble",
[-NP, 4-Source, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
4-Opr, olh]; (event); /to quiver, as applied to
leaves, etc./; "to quiver".
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kudna
khana
[-NP, +Passive, +Opr.]; [-{-Animate, +Opr.
a, ja]; (event) (atmane); "to jump up and down".
[+NP, +Pa ssive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-{-Animate]; 
[^Animate, -Abstract, +Solid, +Opr. ja];
(event) (atmane) (instancy); "to eat".
klulana [+mdR, +NP, -t-Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Animate]; 
[-{-Animate]; [^Animate, -Abstract, +Solid]; 
(parasmai); "to feed".
[ +NP3 +Pas s ive 3 +NP +s e, +0pr. ]; [ -{-Animat e,
-Abstract]; [-Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai);
"to make flowers blossom".
khilna [-NP, +Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pro ja, 
Qth]; (stative); /to bloom like a flower, as 
applied to flowers, faces, etc./; "to blossom1
khelna [+NP, -ne, +Passive, +NP +se, -i-Opr,]; [-{-Animate]; 
[-Animate, ^Abstract]; (atmane); /to play a 
game/; "to play".
lchicna [-NP, +0p^*]j [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr. _a,
ja]; (stative); /to be pulled, as applied to 
rope, thread, etc./; "to be pulled".
[-NP, ^Separative, +0pr.]; [-{-Human, +0pro ja]; 
(stative); /to be cross with someone/; "to be 
cross or annoyed".
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khicna [+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [±Human];
[IHuman, ^Abstract]; (atmane); "to pull 
towards oneself".
[+NP, +Opr,]; [-{-Abstract]; [-{-Animate, -{-Abstract]; 
(atmane); "to attract".
kholna [-NP, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 
+Opr. ja]; (stative); "To be opened".
kholna [+NP, -{-Passive, +h'P +se, +Opr.]; [+Animate]; 
[-Animate, - Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); /to open a door, book, ones eyes, 
etc./; "to open".
kholvana [-i-mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as kholna; /to cause 
someone to get something opened/; "to cause to 
be opened".
khojna [+NP, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Animate];
[±Animate, ±Abstract, +Opr. nikal]; (stmane) 
(parasmai); /to look for someone, something/; 
"to search".
kho j vana [+mdlvl, +NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.];
[+Animate]; [-{-Animate]; [^Animate, ^Abstract, 
+0pr» mQg&]> (atmane) (parasmai); /to get 
someone, something searched out/; "to cause to 
be searched".
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gmna
gmvana
girna
girana
girvana
[+KP, -{-Passive, +KP +se, -!-Opr,]; [+Human];
[iAnimate, ±Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai)
(instancy); /to count people, things, days, 
numbers, etc,/; "to count",
[+mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as grnna; /to cause 
someone to count/; "to cause to be counted".
[-NP, -{-Separative, +0pr.]; [^Animate, -Abstract,
+Opr. ja, psr]; (stative); /to be dropped, fall 
unintentionally/; "to fall, be dropped",
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.J; [IAnimate,
-Abstract]; [IAnimate, -Abstract]; (stative)
(atmane) (parasmai) (instancy); /to fell, drop 
someone, something/; "to fell, drop",
[-i-mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as girana; (atmane)
(parasmai) (instancy); /to make someone drop or 
fell something/; "to cause to drop".
[-NP, +0pr,]; [-Animate, -Abstract, -i-Luminary, +Opr, ja, 
col]; (stative); /to wane, be reduced in size/;
"to be reduced".
[+I\TP, -t-Passive, +KP +se, +0pr,]; [+Human];
[-Animate, ±Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai)
(instancy); /to reduce, subtract/; "to reduce".
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ghrsna [-NP, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr. ja]; 
(stative); /to be rubbed, scraped/; "to be worn1'.
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Animate]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai);
"to rub, scrape".
gholna [-NP, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr, ja]; 
(stative); /to be mixed, dissolve/; "to dissolve"
[-IIP, +0pr.]; [+Human, +ta + (^j\]; (event);\rahj
/to pine, waste away/; "to waste away".
[-NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr,]; [^Animate, 
+0pr. ja, per]; (atmane) (stative); /to 
enter, slip in/; "to enter".
[-NP, +0pr,]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr. ja]; 
(stative); "to be pushed in".
ghosana [+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +pl, +0pr.]; [+Animate]; 
[^Animate, -Abstract]; (stative) (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to push someone or 
something into something".
[+KP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr„]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); /to dissolve, stir, mix/; "to 
dissolve",
corhna [-NP, +pl, +Passive, -t-Opr.]; [iAnimate, -Abstract,
+0pro a, ja, beth]; (stative) (atmane); "to 
climb up",
[+Nom, +0pr,]; [+Human]; [^Abstract, +0pr. ja]; 
(stative); /to be drunk, angry, etc./; "to soar up".
t
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corhana
cabana
colna
colana
cahna
cahiye
cirna
[+NP, +pl, APassive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human, 
-Abstract]; [iAnimate, ^Abstract]; (stative) 
(atmane) (parasmai) (instancy); /to lift up 
someone, something, make someone climb/;
"to raise to a higher position",
[+NP, ^Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [^Animate]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (event) (atmane) 
(instancy); /to munch, chew/; "to chew".
[~I\TP, APassive, +NP +se, +manner, +0pr.]; 
[iAnimate, +0pr, por, ya + a,, ja]; (event) 
(parasmai); /to move, walk/; "to walk",
[+NP, ^Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human];
[-Animate, -Abstract, -^Vehicular, ^Propulsion]; 
(parasmai); /to drive a vehicle, shoot an 
arrow, gun, etc., to throw a knife, spear, 
etc./; "to drive".
[-i-NP, +ne, +0pr. ]; [4-Iiuman]; [^Animate,
±Abstract, ±md]; "to want".
[+Nom, +md]; [±Human]; [-Animate, iAbstract]; 
"to want",
[+NP, APassive, +NP 4-se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract, +Timber, +Anatomy]; 
(atmane) (parasmai) (instancy); /to saw, 
dissect/; "to cut off".
cogna [4-NP, 4-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-[-Animate,
-t-Avian]; [-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane)
/to eat, as applied to birds/; "to peck",
cogana [4-mdR, -t-NP, -i-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [+Human]
[-{-Animate, +Avian]; [-Animate, -Abstract]; 
(parasmai); /to feed birds/; "to feed".
CQgvana [4-mdk, +mdR, 4-NP, -[-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, +Opr,];
[4-Human]; [+Human]; [ 4-Animat e, 4-Avian];
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai); /to make 
someone feed birds/; "to cause to feed".
catna [+NP, 4-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-[-Animate];
[-Animate, -Abstract, 4-Semisolid]; (atmane) 
/to lick semisolid edibles/; "to lick".
[4-NP, -i-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-[-Animate,
-Human]; [iAnimate, -Abstract]; (atmane); 
"to lick"„
ootana [+m&R, 4-NP, 4-NP +se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human];
[-i-Animate]; (parasmai) (instancy); "to feed 
semisolid things to someone".
cotvana M, 4-NP, -[-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human] 
[4-Iiuman]; [4-Animate]; (parasmai); "to make 
someone feed someone semisolid things".
cusna [4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-[-Animate]; 
[“Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (instancy); 
/to suck sugar cane, bone, blood, etc,/; "to 
suck",
cuna [-NP, 4-Separative]; [-Animate, -Abstract]; 
/to leak, as applied to the roof, etc., to 
drop, as applied to water, etc./; "to leak".
colcna [-NP, 4-Opr,]; [4-Human, +Opr. Qth, per]; "to 
be startled".
chapna [~NP, -t-Opr.]; [-Animate, ^Abstract, 4-Opr. ja]; 
(stative); /to be printed, as applied to news, 
newspaper, cloth, etc,/; "to be printed".
ohapna
chopvana
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[-Animate, ±Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); /to print news, newspapers, 
books, etc./; "to print",
[-i-mdM, 4-NP, -i-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-IIuman] 
[4-Human]; [-Animate, i'Abstract]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); /to make someone print 
something/; "to cause to print".
cholokna
chirna
[-NP, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 4-Opr. ja, 
Qth, por]; (stative); /to spill |intransitive 
as applied to water, milk, tears, etc./; "to 
spill".
[-NP, 4-Opr.]; [4-Abstract, 4-Contention, 4-Opr. 
ja]; (stative); /to begin, as applied to 
fighting, quarrelling, arguing, etc./; "to 
commence, set in".
cherna [+NP, APassive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[-i-Abstract, 4-Contention, 4-Music]; (parasmai); 
/to initiate, start, a quarrel, debate, singing 
etc./; "to start".
chxpna [-NP, -i-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate,
4-Opr. ja]; (stative) (atmane) ; "to hide 
oneself, take cover".
chxpana [4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-i-Animate]; 
[±Animate, iAbstract]; (stative) (atmane) 
(parasmai); "to hide someone, something".
chinna [4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr,]; [4-Animate]; 
[^Animate, ±Abstract]; (event) (atmane);
"to snatch away".
chutna [-NP, 4-NP -i-se, 4-Opr.]; [±Animate, 4-Opr. ja]; 
(stative); "to be left, given up".
[-NP, -i-Opr,]; [-Animate, “Abstract, 4-Vehicular 
4-Opr. ja]; "to leave".
chorna [-;-NP, 4-Passive, -i-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate];
[iAnimate, 4-Opr. a, ja]; (parasmai); "to 
leave behind, give up".
[-NP, -[-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate, 
4-Abstract, 4-Opr. ja.]; (stative) (atmane); 
"to wake up".
j Qgana [-i-NP, 4-Passive, +NP 4-se, +Opr.]; [4-Animate,
4-Sound]; [4-Animate, 4-Abstract]; (parasmai); 
"to wake up".
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jolna [-NP, +KP rSGj 4-Opr.]; [^Animate, ^Abstract, 
4-Opr. ja]; (stative); lfto burn".
j alana [4-NP, 4-Passive, +NP +se, 4-Opr.]; [+Human];
[^Animate, ±Abstract, 4-Fire]; (atmane) 
(parasmai); "to burn".
jolvana Livlj 4-Human J; Otherwise as jplana; "to make 
someone burn something",
,iana [-NP, 4-pl, 4-Passive, +NP +se, 4-Opr.]; [^Animate 
+Abstract, 4-Opr, pohfic, dhpmpk]; (stative);
"to go",
[4-Opr., -NP, +I.i]; "Intensive, Direction".'*'
,] anna [+KP, +ki 4-S, +m&, -t-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; 
[-{•Human]; [4-Animate, 4-Abstract, 4-Opr, ja]; 
(atmane); "to know".
na [~NP, +tm, 4-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-{-Animate, 
+Opr. ja, oth]; "to be alive"
jarna [-NP, 4-Concomitive, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abs­
tract, -fOpr, ja]; (stative); "to be joined".
jorna [+NP, +Passive, 4-Concomitive, +NP+se, 4-Opr.]; 
[4-Human]; [-Animate, -Abstract]; (stative) 
(atmane) (parasmai); "to join','
1 1 Also: [+Opr. ta + ja,, ye 4- jaJ; "to keep doing something,
go on doing something".
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jfackna
jhckana
.jhulna
jholana
tohQlna»    ,-
tutnart r> . _ _
thohorna
thshrana
[-NP, -t-Source, +Opr.]; [iAnimate, -Abstract,
+Opr. a,, ja., ya + por]; (stative); "to bend",
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr„]; [^Animate]; 
[iAnimate, -Abstract]; (stative) (atmane)
(parasmai); "to bend",
[-NP, -fPassive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-uiuman,
+0pr. par]; (event); "to swing",
[-NP]; [iAnimate, -Abstract]; (event);
"to dangle",
[+I\P, ^Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; [+Human]; 
[+rluman]; (parasmai); "to swing",
[-NP, -t-pl, ^-Passive, +NP +se, -i-Opr.]; [+Human]; 
(event) (atmane); /to walk for pleasure, take a 
walk/; "to walk11.
[-NP, +NP +se, -i-Opr,]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
+Breakable, +Opr. ja]; (stative); "to break",
[-NP, +plj +Opr,]; [-i-Human, +Opr, ja];
(stative); "to stay",
[+NP, +pl, ^Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human]; 
[+Human]; (atmane) (parasmai); /to make someone 
stay somewhere, put up a guest/; "to have 
someone staying somewhere".
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dorna [-HP, 4-Source, 4-Opr.]; [ 4-Animate, 4-Opr, ja];
"to fear".
dorana
datna
dalna
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human];
[4-Animate]; (parasmai); "to frighten".
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr,]; [+Iiuman]; 
[4-Animate]; (parasmai); "to scold, rebuke".
[4-NP, -t-pl, 4-Passive, -t-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[^Animate, ^Abstract]; (stative) (atmane) 
(parasmai); /to put, add to/; "to add to".
dolvana [4-mdM, 4-NP, 4-pl, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; 
[+Human]; [4-Human]; [IAnimate, iAbstract]; 
(stative) (atmane) (parasmai); "to cause to 
add to".
dub 11a
dobana
[-NP, -i-pl, 4-Opr.]; [^Animate, -Abstract, 4-Opr.
,ja]; (stative); "to be drowned",
[-NP, 4-pl, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
-hLuminary]; (event); /to set, as applied to 
sun, moon, stars, etc./; "to set"
[4-NP, 4-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[±Animate, ^Abstract]; (parasmai); "to drown".
[4-NP, 4-Opr.]; [4-Abstract]; [4-Human]; (parasmai); 
/to ruin someone or something/; "to ruin".
JAlso: [4-Opr.]; "Intensive", [4-ye 4-dal ]; "Reckless action".
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dhurhna
. n - -
dh&rhvana
dhona
dholana
thokna
thokana
delchna
dikhlana
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP +3e, 4-Opr,]; [4-Animate]; 
["Animate;, ^Abstract, 4-Opr, nikal]; (atmane) 
(parasmai); "to look for, search."
[+mdM, 4-NP, 4-Pa s s i ve, 4-NP + s e, 4-Opr, ]; [ -{-Human ];
[4-Human]; [* Animate, * Abstract, +Opr, mega]; 
(stmane) (parasmai); "to cause to search,"
[4-NP, -{-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [^Animate]; 
[-Animate, ^Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai);
"to carry."
[4-mdM, ^NP/t+Passive, .4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr,]; Otherwise 
as dhona; (parasmai); "to cause to carry."
[-NP, 4-Source, 4-Opr,]; [4-Animate, 4-Opr. ja];
(stative); "to be tired".
[4-NP, -t-Source, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate]; 
[4-Animate]; (parasmai);, "to tire".
[4-NP, +ki 4-S, 4-comp, -t-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; 
[4-Animate]; [^Animate, -Abstract, 4-Visible];
(atmane) (parasmai);(instancy); /to see, examine/;
"to see",
[4-Opr,]; /tentative action or process/.
[4-mdR, 4-NP, -i-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-'.-Animate]; 
[4-Animate]; [iAnimate, -Abstract, 4-Visible];
(atmane) (parasmai); "to shew".
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dikholvana
dena
dilana
dorna
doranai ■ ■ n . ,
dholna
dhona
dholvana
[4-mdil, 4-Human]; Otherwise as dikhlana;
(parasmai); "to cause to shew".
[-nadR, 4-NP, 4-Passive, -t-NP 4-se, 4-Opr,];m
[4-Animate]; [±Animate]; [±Anirnate, iAbstract]; 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to give".
[4-Opr.]; (parasmai); /the result of the action 
or process "being directed towards others/.
[4-mdH, 4-Human]; Otherwise as dena; "to cause 
to give".
[-NP, ^Passive, 4-NP -i-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate]; 
(event) (atmane); "to run".
[-NP]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 4-Vehicular];
(event) (atmane); "to run".
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[^Animate, 4-Vehicular]; (event) (parasmai);
"to drive, make someone run".
[-NP, 4-Source, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
4-Opr, ja]; (stative); "to be washed",
[4-NP, 4-comp, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-t-Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); "to wash something".
[4-mdI.i, 4-Human]; Otherwise as dhona; "to cause 
to wash".
nohana [-NP, 4-Passive, -t-NP 4-se, -t-Opr,]; [4-Animate]; 
(stative) (atmane); "to take a bath".
nahlana [-t-NP, -t-Passive, -t-NP 4-se, 4-Opr, ]; [/-Human];
[+Animate]; (parasmai) (instancy); /to make 
someone take a bath/; "to wash",
noholvana [-t-mcln, 4-Human]; Otherwise as nohlana; "to cause
to wash",
mkolna [-HP, 4-pl, 4-Passive, h-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate,
4-Opr. a, ja, £©£.]; (stative); "to come out".
[-NP, -t-p 1, 4-Opr. ]; [-Animate, lAb s tract, 4-Opr, 
jb Pag]; (stative); "to issue, emerge".
mkalna [4-NP, 4-pl, -(-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate]
[iAnimate, ±Abstract]; (stative) (atmane) 
(parasmai); /to cause to come out, take out/;
"to take out",
nikolvana [4-mcLI, 4-IIuman]; Otherwise as mkalna; "to cause
to take out",
nocna [+NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate];
(atmane); "to scratch",
pokorna [-t-NP, 4-Passive, -t-NP -t-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Animate];
[iAnimate, -Abstract]; (stative) (atmane);
"to catch".
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parna
parhana
porhvana
pshanna
pahnana
pahanvana
pahScna
[-NP, +Opr.]; [i"Animate5 -Abstract, -i-Opr. ja]; 
(stative) (event); /to lie down, rain/; "to 
lie down".
[+Nom, +md, +0pr.]; [^Abstract, +0pro ja];
"to have to".
[+0pr.]; "Downward motion, Suddenness".
[+NP, +ki +S, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human]; 
[-{-Legible]; (atmane) (parasmai); "to read".
[+mdR, +NP, h-1ci -:-S, ^Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; 
[+Human]; [-{-Human]; [-{-Legible]; (parasmai);
"to teach".
[-s-mdm, -t-Human]; Otherwise as parhana; (atmane) 
(parasmai); "to cause to read".
[+HP, -i-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract, +Dress]; (stative)
(atmane); "to wear".
[+mdR, +Human]; Otherwise as pahanna;
(parasmai); "to dress".
[+mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as pahnana; "to 
cause to dress".
[-NP, +pl, +Opr.]; [^Animate, ^Abstract, +Opr. 
ja]; (stative); "to reach some place".
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pohocana [+NF, +pl? -{-Passive, +KP +se? +Opr.]; [-Animate,
-Abstract]; (parasmai); "to send, cause to 
reach’1.
pohficvana [+mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as pahocana; "to
cause to cause to reach",
pitna [-NP,-{-Passive, +NP -f-se, +0pr.]; [^Animate, 
-Abstract]; (stative); "to be hit, beaten".
pitna [+NP, -fPassive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[^Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); "to hit, beat".
pitvana [+mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as pitna; "to cause 
to be hit".
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-[-Animate]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane); "to drink".
Also (stative) if [-Animate, -Abstract, -i-Alcohol]
pilana [+mdR, +Animate]; Otherwise as pina; (parasmai); 
"to make someone, something drink something".
pilvana [+mdM, -i-Human]; Otherwise as pilana; "to make 
someone cause someone, something to drink something".
puchna [+NP, +ki -!-S, +Concomitive, +Passive, +NP +se, 
-i-Opr.]; [+Human]; [+Abstract, +Opr, bsth]; 
(atmane) (parasmai); /to ask a question, etc./; 
"to ask".
phesna [-NP, 4-pl, 4-Opr.]; [+Animate? 4-Opr. ja]; 
(stative); "to be caught"*
phasna [4-NP, 4-pl, -t-Passive, +NP 4-se, 4-Opr,]; [4-Animate] 
[-{-Animate]; (atmane); "to catch, net".
photna [-NP, -t-Opr,]; [-Animate, -Abstract, 4-Opr, ja]; 
(stative); "to be torn".
pharna [4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [+Animate]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai) (instancy); 
"to tear up".
phekna [4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[^'Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai) (instancy); 
"to throw away".
phelna [-NP, 4-pl, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, ^Abstract, 
4-Collective, 4-Opr. ja]; (stative); "to 
spread, be scattered".
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr,]; [4-Animate]; 
[-Animate, ^Abstract, 4-Collective]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to spread, scatter".
botna [-NP, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [-Animate, ^Abstract, 
4-Divisible, 4-Opr. ja]; (stative); "to be 
divided".
batna------ ft .... . [4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human]; 
[-Animate, ±Abstract, 4-Divisible]; (atmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to divide".
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botvana [+mcffi., -t-Human]; Otherwise as batna; (parasmai); 
"to cause to divide".
bskna
bgjna
[+NP, +ki -i-S, -ne, +Opr.]; [+Human];
[•{-Abstract]; (parasmai); "to babble"*
[-NP, +0pr.]; [+Temporal, +0pr. ja]; /to strike, 
as applied to the hour/; "to strike"*
[-NP]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +Sound]; "to be 
played".
bajana
henna
bsnana
bohna
[+NP, -^ Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract, +Sound]; (atmane) 
(parasmai); "to play, strike".
[-NP, -i-NP +se, +Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
+Opr* ja]; (stative); "to be made",
[+Pred, +Opr.]; [+Human, +Opr. ja, beth]; 
(stative); "to be made",
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, -t-Opr.j; [n-Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai)
(instancy); "to make"*
[+NP, +comp, +Passive,+NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[+Human]; (parasmai); "to make".
[-NP, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract, +0pr* 
ja, col]; (event); "to flow, float".
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bGhana
bitna
bitana
bethna
bethanam..— —. a,-. i.i ^ . _,«
bithvana
bolana
bolna
bhagna
[+NP, +pl, +Passive, +KP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (parasmai); "to float".
[-NP, +0pr.]; [+Temporal, +0pr. ja];
(stative); "to be spent”.
[+NP, -i-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; [+Human]; 
[-{-Temporal]; (atmane) (parasmai); "to spend 
time"„
[-NP, +pl, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-{-Animate, 
+Opr, ja.]; (stative); "to sit" a
[+Opr•]; "Rash action".
[+NP, +pl, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[+Human]; (atmane) (parasmai); "to seat".
[+mdJvi, -[-Human]; Otherwise as bethana; "to 
cause to seat".
[+NP, -i-Passive, +NP -i-se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[^Animate, +Abstract]; (atmane); "to call".
[+NP, +ki +S, -ne, -{-Passive, +NP -{-se, +0pr.]; 
[-[-Animate]; [-{-Abstract, +Speech, +Opr, Qth, 
beth]; (parasmai); "to speak, tell".
[-NP, 4-Passive, +NP +se, 4-Opr.]; [-{-Animate,
-t-Opr, a,, ja]; (stative); "to run away".
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bhogana
bhukna
bhulna
bhogna
morna
marna
morvana
[-i-MP, APassive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human];
[^Animate, -[-Abstract]; (parasmai); "to cause 
to run away".
[-HP]; [+Animate, -Human]; "to bark",
[ANP, +Opr.]; [+Human]; [^Animate, ^Abstract,
+0pr. ja]; "to forget".
[-HP, +HP +se, +Opr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
+0pr. ja]; (stative); "to be forgotten".
[ANP, APassive, ANP +se, +Opr,]; [+Human];
[-^ -Abstract, -[-Experience]; (atmane); "to feel, 
experience".
[-HP, -f-Opr.]; [-[-Animate, +0pr. ja]; (stative);
"to die",
[+mdR, +NP, +Passive, +HP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human];
[-[-Animate]; [+Abstract]; (parasmai); "to beat".
[AMP, APassive, +NP +se, +0pr,]; [+Human]; [-Animate, 
- Abstract]; (atmane); "to embezzle, pilfer",
[ANP, ^Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human];
[-[-Animate]; (instancy); "to kill",
[+mdil, +NP, APassive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [AHuman];
[+Human]; [^Animate]; (parasmai) (instancy);
"to cause to kill".
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manna
milna
rskhna
rshna
rona
rolana
rolvana
[+NP, +ki +S, -{-Passive, +MP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human]; 
[-{-Abstract]; (atmane); "to accept",
[+Nom, +0pr.]; [-Animate, ^Abstract, +0pr, ja]; 
(stative); "to accrue",
[-NF, +Concomitive, -{-Passive, +NP -{-se, +0pr,]; 
[-{-Animate, +Human, +Opr, Ja]; (atmane); "to meet"*
[+NP, +pl? +tm, +Passive, +WP +se, +0pro];
[iHuman]; [^Animate, -Abstract]; (stmane) 
(parasmai) (instancy); "to keep, place".
[-NP, +pl, +tm, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +0pr,];
[+Human, +Opr. ja]; (atmane); "to stay, live".
[-NP, +tm, +0pr,]; [-{-Temporal, -i-Opr. ja]; "to 
be left".
[-{-Opr., +ta +roh]; "to keep doing something".
[-HP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-{-Animate,
+0pr. oth, par]; (atmane) (parasmai); "to cry, 
weep".
[+NP, -{-Passive, +WP +se, +Opr,]; [+Human];
[+Human]; (parasmai); "to make someone cry",
[mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as rolana; "to cause 
to make someone cry".
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logna
lorna
letna
- - -n
litana
" - L 1 - -
likhna
likhana
likhvana
lana
[+Nom, +Opr.]j [+Animate]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
+Propulsion, +Opr, ja]; (stative); "to hit".
[+Nom, +Opr0]; [-^ Animate]; [-{-Abstract, +0pr.
ja]; (stative); "to be felt".
[-t-Nom, +md, +comp, +0pr.]; [+Human]; [^Animate,
-Abstract, +0pr* ja]; "to seem, be felt",
[+Opr,, +ne -flag]; "to begin to".
[~NP, +Concomitive, +Opr.]; [^Animate, +Opr. 
ja, par, bath]; (atmane); "to fight, quarrel".
[-NP, +pl, +tm, ^Passive, +NP +se, +0pro];
[^Animate, +0pr, roh, ja]; (stative); "to 
lie down",
[+NP, +pl, -t-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human];
[+Human]; (atmane) (parasmai); "to lay 
someone down".
[+mdR, -t-NP, +ki +S, -t-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.];
[-t-IIuman]; [-t-Human]; [-t-Abstract, ^Legible];
(atmane) (parasmai) (instancy); "to write".
[+NP, +Opr.]; [+Human]; [-{Abstract, +Legible,
+0pr. marna]; "to write rashly".
[+md$, +NP, -fPassive, ANP +se, -t-Opr.]; [+Human];
[+Human]; [-t-Legible]; (parasmai); "to dictate".
[+mdM, +Human]; Otherwise as lrkhana; "to cause 
to write".
[+NP, -ne, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pro]; [^Animate, 
-Abstract]; [^Animate, ^Abstract]; (parasmai);nto bring".
lena
somojhna
sina
sxlna
sxl(v)ana
sikhna
sikhana
socna
[+NP, -i-Passive, +NP +se, +0pr,]; [+Human]; 
[iAnimate, -Abstract]; (atmane); "to take",
[+0pr. ]; "atmane11,
[+NP, .+comp, -ne, +ki +S, -{-Passive, +NP +se,
+0pr, ]; [+Human]; [-{-Abstract]; (stative)
(atmane); "to understand, comprehend".
[+NP, +Passive5 +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-{-Human];
[-Animate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai);
"to stitch".
[~NP, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [-Animate, -Abstract,
+Opr. ja]; (stative); "to be stitched".
[+mdM, -fliuman]; Otherwise as sina; "to cause 
to be stitched",
[+NP, +ki +S, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; 
[+Animate]; [-{-Abstract, +0pr. ja]; (stative) 
(atmane); "to learn".
[+mdK, -i-Human]; Otherwise as sikhna; (parasmai) 
"to teach",
[+NP, +kx +S, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,];
[+Human]; [-{-Abstract]; (atmane); "to think".
hssna [-NP, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +0pr.]; [+Human, 
+Opr. Qth, pog]; (atmane) (parasmai);
"to laugh".
hosana [+NP, ^Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [n-Human];
[+Human]; (parasmai); "to make someone laugh"
harna
horana
hona
hona
[+NP, +Concomitive, +0pr.]; [+Human, +0pr. ja] 
(stative); "to be defeated".
[+NP, ^Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [+Human]; 
[+Human]; (parasmai); "to defeat".
[+Pred, +Copula]; "to be".
[+Pred, +Opr. ja]; [-Animate, -Abstract];
"to become".
[+Pred, +0pr. ja]; [^Abstract]; "to happen".
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Conjunct Verbs
khera hona [~NP, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr.]; [-{-Animate, 
+0pr, ja]; "to stand"•
khora korna [+NP, -{-Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; [iHuman]; 
[iAnimate, -Abstract]; (parasmai); "to 
stand |transitive|",
khotm korna [+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr,]; [+Human];
[±Animate, -{-Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai);
"to finish, end |transitive|"♦
I dena *
dikhai{^3^:rt > [+Nom, +Opr.]; [iHuman]; [^Animate, -Abstract,
 ^pornaj
+Opr. ja]; "to be visible".
pe£ hona 
pe£ lcgrna
[-NP, +pl]; [^Animate]; "to be present",
[+NP, +Passive, +NP +se, +0pr,]; [+Human]; 
[iAnimate]; (parasmai); "to present, put 
forward".
bond korna [+KP, +Passive, +NP +se, +Opr,]; [+Human); 
[lAnimate, -Abstract]; (atmane) (parasmai) 
(instancy); "to shut".
[+KP, -t-Passive, +NP -fse, -i-Opr.]; [iHuman]; 
[^Animate]; (atmane); "to remember, commit 
to memory",
vida korna [4-NP, +Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human];
[4-Human]; (parasmai); "to bid farewell to".
Soro korna
somojh ana
.fdena \sonai<   1
 t.PQ^ na j
j
svikar hona
svikar korna
ksoma korna
- ~r ~ r-- -- ~
[+NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [iHuman];
[-Animate, 4-Abstract]; (parasmai); "to 
begin".
[4-Nom]; [4-Human]; [4-Abstract]; "to
comprehend",
[4-Nom, 4-Opr.]; [±Human]; [-Animate, 4-Noise, 
4-Opr. ja]; "to be audible",
[4-Nom]; [4-Human]; [-Animate, 4-Abstract];
"to be acceptable",
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human];
[-Animate, 4-Abstract]; (atmane); "to accept"
[4-NP, 4-Passive, 4-NP 4-se, 4-Opr.]; [4-Human];
[4-Human]; (parasmai); "to forgive".
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Animate
Human
Nouns
admi ^ 
msnosyy
orot ) 
stri j
lsrka 
lor leiQ
bocca
bocci
malilc
noksr
mali
dai
dhobi
lohar
sonar
barhai
gvala
mazdur
vakil
sxpahi
s enxk
Axle sale
chatr
chatra
jasus
neta
raja
rani
- man
- woman
ra§trapatx
ma
mata
boy
girl
child (m)
child (f)
master
servant
gardener
maid
washerman
blacksmith
goldsmith
carpenter
milkman
labourer
lawyer
constable
soldier
teacher
student
female student
detective
leader
king
queen
bap J
pxta
be$i
betao
bshu
jamata
caca
mama
caci
mami
mosi
boa
cocera ) 
momera Lbhai 
mosera f bohon 
p hop he raj
sangi tajh
nor t ok
nsrtski
0bha.net a
obhxnetri
lekhok
kovx
aloe0k
- president
- mother
- father
- daughter
- son
- daughter-in-law
- son-in-law
- uncle
- uncle 
-- aunt
- aunt
- aunt 
~ aunt
cousxn
musxexan 
dancer (m) 
dancer (f) 
actor 
actress 
writer 
poet 
critic
Animals Birds
kotta - dog ciriya (f) - bird
pi 11a - p^ppy gareya (f) - sparrow
Sirgit - chameleon (m) tota (m) - parrot
billi - cat raena (f) - mynah
billa - tom cat Gllu (in) - owl
gilahri - squirrel oil (f) - kite
ghora - horse giddh (m) - vulture
ghori - mare lcowa (m) - crow
gadha - do nice y hans (m) - swan
gadhi - jenny batakh (f) - duck
bakra - goat morga - cock
baler i - nanny morgi - hen
bher - ewe cuja (m) - chick
bheraQ - ram mor - peacock
hiran
0 - stag morni - peahen
hirni0 - hind koyal (f) - cuckoo
kharha - rabbit
cuha - mouse Insects, etc.
merhak
0
- frog
maohli “ fish malckhi (f) - fly
gay - cow maccha^ (m) - mosquite
bel - bullock makri (f) - spider
sar
t3
- bull kira (m) - insect,
bhes - cow buffalo telcatta (m) - beetle
bhesa - buffalo
bagh - tiger
ber - lion
bheriya - wolf
lomri - vixen
siyar - jackal
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-Animate 9 -Ab stract 
Objects
gher (m) - house dastana (m) - gloves
lcamra (m) - room moza (m) - socks
darvaza (m) - door toliya (m) - towel
khirki (f) - window botal (f) ~ bottle
korsi (f) - chair pani (m) - water
mez (f) - table Sarab (f) - alcoholic
kalin (m) - carpet dudh (m) - milk
bistar (m) - bed cay (f) - tea
cadar (f) - sheet gehu (m) - wheat
takiya (m) - pillow caval (m) - rice
rasoi (f) - kitchen dhan (m ) - paddy
bartan (m) - utensil dal (f) - lentils
thali (f) - plate makkhan (m) - butter
katora (m) - bowl tel (m) -■ oil
gilas (m) - glass roti (f) - bread
keci (f) - scissors sabzi (f) - vegetables
caku (m) - knife alu (m) - potato
kata (m ) - fork, thorn pyaz (m) - onion
cammac (f) - spoon began (m) - egg plant
kapra (m) - cloth sag (f) - spinach
pajama (m) - pajamas sem (f) - beans
korta (m) - shirt matar (m) - peas
kamiz (f) - shirt bhotta (m) - corn
dhoti (f) “ d-hQ^ i seb (m) - apple
sari (f) ~ saree kola (m) - banana
juta (m) - shoes narangi (f) - orange
cappal (f) - sandals papita (m) - paw-paw
topi (f) - hat am (m) - mango
pagri (f) - turban imli (f) - tamarind
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lici (f) - lychee
mos&la (m) - spices
mire (f) - "chilli
nomsk (m) - salt
nav ( f) - boat
rel (f) - train
gari (f) - vehicle
dabba (m) - box5 carria
ghora (m) - pot
'bal'Ji (f) - bucket
3-ar (f) - oar
pal (f) - sail
talc (m) - shelf
divftr (f) - wall
potth&r (m) - stone
ra.xtti (f) - mud
zgmin (f) - ground
medan (m) - field
khet (f) - field (for
cultivation)
I10I (m) - plough
kolhari (f) ~ axe
ara (m) - saw
hathora (m) - hammer
hssiya (m) - sickle
mal (m) - cargo
bojh (m) - load
lc0pas (m) - cotton
loha (m) - iron
sona (m) - gold
cadi (f) - silver
taba (in) - copper
pitsl (m) - brass
tokri (f) - wood
thela (m) - bag
rossi (f) - rope
dhaya (m) - thread
sonduk (m) - box
b©tti (f) » lamp
kolom (f) - pen
kagsz (m) - paper
pensil (f) - pencil
kitab (f) - book
gxbar (m) - newspaper
potr (m) j 
potrilca (f)j
- periodical
potr (m) |
crtthi (f) J - letter
lekh (m) - article
mbyndh (m) - essay
cponyas (m) - novel
kohani (f) » fiction
lc0Vita (f) - poem
per (m) - tree
podha (in) » plant
lota (f) - creeper
ghas (m) - grass
bhusa (m) -- hay
cara (m) - fodder, ba
phul (m) - flower
golab (m) - rose
ksmol (m) - lotus
juhi (f) - jasmine
geda (m) - marigold
rcpya (m) - rupee
rejgari (f) - change
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+Abstract
sparS (m) - touch
svad (m) - taste
sogandh (f) - fragrance
dorgsncLh (f) - odour
Sabd (m) ") 
avas (f) J
- noise
nrity (m) - dance
sangit (m) - music
kavy (m) \ 
sahity (m)j literature
lcala (f) - art
kalpana (f) - imagination
gossa (ra) \ 
krodh (m) j
- anger
dukh (m ) - sorrow
xoSi (f) ) 
hars (m) J
- pleasure
anand (m) - bliss
lajja (f) \ 
Sarm (f) J - shame
sankoc (m) - shyness
bhay (m) \
<Jar (m) J
- fear
lobh (m) \ 
lalac (m) j
- greed
cmta (f) - worry
cmtan (m) - thought
darSan (m) - philosophy
adarS (m) ~ ideal
mahatv (m) - importance
mahatta (f) - greatness
laksy (m) - aim
ajha (f) - command
pratijna (f) - promise
s viler it i (f) - acceptance
ananati (f) - permission
avkaS (m) 1
leisurechotti (f) /
sabhyata (f) - civilization
sanskriti (f) - culture
jhan (m) - knowledge
vijnan (m) \
qp'l vi r»
Sastr (m) j O U-LCrllL»C
dharm (m) ~ religion
kartavy (m) - duty
©nobhav (m) - experience
©nobhuti (f) - aesthetic
experience
gmti (f) - counting
adhyayan (m) ~ study
dhyan (m) - concentration
adhyapan (m) - teaching
bhalai (f) - goodness
borai (f) - badness
gon (m) - quality, virtue
sobhagy (m) .. good fortune
dorbhagy (m) - misfortune
daya (f ) - pity
s©hanobhuti (f )- sympathy
santvana (f) - condolence
ethery (m) - patience
sahas (m) - courage
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virta (f) boldness
kayarta (f) - cowardice
ksama (f) « forgiveness
smriti (f) - memory
vismnti (f) - forgetfulness
nyay (m) - justice
boddhi (f) - intelligence
has! (f) “ laughter
rona (m) - crying
somsjh (f) - understanding
dikhava (m) - show
bohana (m) - pretension,
excuse
bohav (m) - f low
probhav (m) - influence
prabansa (f) - praise
ys3 (m) - fame
vmod (m) - humour
gambhiry (m) - seriousness
santos (m) - satisfaction
prarambh (m)) 
^oroat (f) J
- beginning
ant (m) | 
khatraa (m) j
- end
kal (m) - time
deS (m) - space
pony W - good deeds
pap (m) - sin
adhar (m) - basis
acoron (m) - behaviour
bistacar (m) - good behaviour
protha (f) - custom
niti (f) - policy
yojna (f) - plan
ayojon (m) - arrangement
songsthen (m) - organization
nirman (m) - building
sris^i (f) - creation
visoy (m) - subject
vivad (m) - argument
vicar (m) - thought
sima (f) - limit
bandhon (m) - bondage
mcktx (f) ~ release
Adjectives
Attributive
Form
bora
chotao
bhotha 
mot av
pstla X 
dobla J
corao
vibal
nckila
gol
cokor
sultha
lomba
gila
sidlia
khorao
popa
terhao o
holka
bhari
tircha
uca
nica
Golour
lal
nila
hora
- big
- little
- dull
- fat, thick
- thin
- broad 
-- great 
-■ sharp
- round 
~ s quare
- dry
- long
- wet
- straight
- vertical
- horizontal
- crooked
- light
- heavy
» diagonal
- high
- low
- red
- blue
- green
pila
kala
sofed
sonohra
bhura
golabi
phika
cotkila
Temporal
noya
parana
taza
pracin
adhonik
ogla
pichla
mosmi
tikauo
Attribute
occha
bcra
ocit
onocit
socca
yellow
black
white
golden
brown
pink
faded
showy, bright
new
old
fresh
ancient
modern
forthcoming
past
seasonal
lasting
good
bad
proper
improper
true
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jhutha - untrue
dost
o o
- villainous
boraroti - mischievous
Sant - calm
nyayi - just
yogy » suitable, f
vyost - busy
svasth - healthy
rogn - ill
dhoni - rich
gorib - poor
khora - genuine
khota
o
- counterfeit
nirdos \ 
bhola J
_ innocent
opradhi - criminal
sondar - beautiful
lcorup - ugly
asan - easy
moSkil ) 
kothrn /
p
- difficult
avaSyak - ne ce s sary
band - closed
khola - open
mitha
o
- sweet
khatta
o o
- sour
karva
o
» bitter
tita - hot (spicy)
garm - hot (warm)
thandao O Q - cool
x q s - happy
dolchi — sorrowful
Numerals
ek - one
do - two
tin - three
car - four
pac ~ five
che - six
sat - seven
atho - eight
no nine
das - ten
adha “ half
derho 0 - one and a half
<Jhai - two and a half
sarhe tinp ~ three and a half
cothai - quarter
tin cothai - three quarters
sava - one and a quarter
sava do - two and a quarter
pahla - first
dusra » second
tisra - third
cot ha „ fourth
pScva - fifth
chathao _ sixth
satva - seventh
a^hva - eighth
do no - both
tino - all three
car 5 all four
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Collective
kol |
i
somuca j 
sob !
sara J
-whole, total
-all
Predicative
mona
kotxpoy
khotm
boro
- forbidden
- few
- finished
- begun
Adverb s
Time
ob - now
job — when
tob - then
aj - today
kol - tomorrow,
yesterday
day before 
porsS - yesterday,
day after 
tomorrow
sobere - in the morning
logatar - continuously
pohle - before
bad (me) after (wards)
dxn
rat
bam
dopohor 
soptah  ^
hofta ,/ 
mohina 
sal j
i
f
vors )o
ek ]
do boje j 
i. J
Place
age i 
samne J
piche
pas }
nxkot )
aspas
dur
up or
dahme
baye
bahor
bhitor
yoha
voha
joha
- day
- night 
-evening
- noon
- week
- month
- year
i one 
-jtwo o'clock 
! • • •
- in front of
—  behind
- near
- around
- far
- above
- on the right
- on the left
- outside
- inside
- here
- there
- where
Manner Sentence Adverbials
jhotpst |
joldi se J 
dhire se ]
dhire-dhire j 
pedol 
tezi se
r>*
yo
dhime Y 
ahxsta J
- suddenly
- quickly
- slowly
- on foot
- with speed
- in this ma]
- softly
ha
nohx
socmoc
bilkol
sxrf
ovoby )
zorur j 
sp0s£ hi 
vastov me
yes
no
truly
entirely
only
certainly
obviously 
in fact
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